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Utilizing the Fermi gas microscope, recently the MIT group has measured the spin transport of the Fermi Hub-
bard model starting from a spin-density-wave state, and the Princeton group has measured the charge transport
of the Fermi Hubbard model starting from a charge-density-wave state. Motivated by these two experiments,
we prove a theorem that shows under certain conditions, the spin and charge transports can be equivalent to
each other. The proof makes use of the particle-hole transformation of the Fermi Hubbard model and a recently
discovered symmetry protected dynamical symmetry. Our results can be directly verified in future cold atom
experiment with the Fermi gas microscope.
Quantum gas microscope is one of the most significant de-
velopments in the cold atom physics during the past decade.
It opens up a new avenue for studying strongly correlated
physics, because it allows one not only to detect the sys-
tem in situ with single-site resolution, but also to prepare an
eigenstate of real space density operators, with which the non-
equilibrium dynamics of strongly correlated systems can be
studied. Recently, the MIT group and the Princeton group
have prepared the Fermi Hubbard model (FHM) initially in a
spin-density-wave state and a charge-density-wave state, re-
spectively, and the subsequent spin or charge dynamics has
been measured [1, 2]. From these two measurements, they
extracted the spin diffusion constant and the charge diffusion
constant, respectively [1, 2].
This article is to prove that, under certain conditions, the
spin and the charge transport measurements can be equivalent
to each other for the Fermi Hubbard model. To be specific,
we first write down the FHM that these two groups have sim-
ulated by loading ultracold fermionic atoms in square optical
lattices, that is
Hˆ = − J
∑
〈i j〉,σ
cˆ†iσcˆ jσ + U
∑
i
(
nˆi↑ − 12
) (
nˆi↓ − 12
)
, (1)
where J is the hopping amplitude between two nearest neigh-
bouring sites of the square lattice, and U is the on-site interac-
tion strength. Here the interaction term is written in a particle-
hole symmetric form. Taking J as the energy unit, the model
is characterized by one single parameter U, together with two
conserved quantities: N↑+N↓−Ns (Ns denotes the total number
of sites), known as the doping from half filling; and N↑ − N↓,
known as the spin imbalance.
First, let us start with a real space spin-density-wave state
written as
|Ψ〉SDW =
∏
i∈A
cˆ†i↑
∏
j∈B
cˆ†j↓|0〉, (2)
which is shown schematically in the upper panel of Fig. 1.
Here, there is no constraint on the choices of region A and
B. Neither of them has to be single-connected or has equal
size to the other. For instance, if one considers a (pi, pi) anti-
ferromagnetic state along zˆ direction on a square lattice, then
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The development of quantum gas microscope is one of the
most significant developments in cold atom physics du ing re-
cent years. It opens up a new avenue for studying strongly
correlated physics. It is worth emphasizing that the quantum
gas microscope not only allows one to detect the system in
situ with single site resolution, but also allows one to prepare
an eigenstate of real space density operators, with which one
can study the non-equilibrium dynamics of strongly correlated
system. For instance, recent the MIT group and th Princet
group have respectively prepared a Fermi Hubbard model ini-
tially in either a spin-density-wave state or a charge-density-
wave state, and them measure the sub equent spi and charge
dynamics [1, 2]. They extract the spin di↵usion constant and
charge di↵usion constant from these two measurements, re-
spectively [1, 2].
This article is to prove that these two transport measure-
ments are essentially equivalent to each other. To be specific,
we first write down the Fermi Hubbard model that two groups
simulate with ultracold fermionic atom loaded in square opti-
cal lattices, that is
Hˆ =   J
X
hi ji, 
cˆ†i cˆ j  + U
X
i
 
nˆi"   12
!  
nˆi#   12
!
. (1)
where J is the hopping amplitude bet e n near st nei hbour-
ing sites of the square lattice, and U is the on-site inter ction
strength. Here we write the interaction term in a particle-hole
symmetric form. Taking J as energy unit, the model is char-
acterized by one single parameter U, together with two con-
served quantities N"+N#  Ns (Ns denotes the total number of
sites) known as doping from half-filling and N"   N# known
as spin imbalance.
The MIT experiment starts with a real space spin-density
wave state [1]. Let us write an ideal version of such state as
| iSDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"
Y
j2B
cˆ†j#|0i. (2)
Here there is no constraint on the choice of r gion A and B.
Each of them does not have to be single-connected and they do
not have to have equal size. For instance, if one considers an
(⇡, ⇡) anti-ferromagnetic state on a square lattice, A denotes
one sublattice and B denotes the other sublattices. For MIT
experiment, A denotes a group of domains where spins are
polarized up and B denotes the rest regions where spins are
pola ized down. Then this st te will volve under the Fermi
Hubbard Hamiltonian and then at certain time t, one measures
th loc l spin density along zˆ-direction as
S i(t) = SDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi"   nˆi#)e iHˆt | iSDW. (3)
The Princeton experiment starts with a real space charge-
density wave state [2]. Similarly, we can write a simple ver-
sion of such state that regionA is double occupied and region
B is empty, that is,
| iCDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"cˆ
†
i#|0i. (4)
Then this state is also evolved under the Fermi Hubbard
Hamiltonian and one can measure the local total density, or
its deviation from half-filling at certain time t, i.e.
ni(t) = CDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆt | iCDW. (5)
Theorem. For the Fermi Hubbard Model, measurement of
local spin density S i(t) defined by Eq. 15 with parameter U0
and conserved quantities N" + N#   Ns = x and N"   N# = y
always equals to measurement of charge density ni(t) defined
by Eq. 16 for the same parameter U0 and conserved quantities
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
That is o say, we state that the charge and spin dynam-
ics are equivalent for the Fermi Hubbard model with same
hopping and interaction, with the doping and the spin imbal-
ance exchanging their parameters. For instance, when one
measures the spin dynamics of a half-filling Fermi Hubbard
model with spin imbalance, it is equivalent to measure charge
dynamics of the same Fermi Hubbard model doped away from
half-filling with equal spin population. More specifically, for
half-filling without spin population imbalance, the spin and
charge dynamics defined above are always identical.
The proof of this theorem follows from two steps.
Step 1: We consider a well-known particle-hole transfor-
mation Pˆ defined as
cˆi" ! ci", cˆ†i" ! c†i" (6)
cˆi# ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i#, cˆ†i" ! ( 1)ix+iy ci", (7)
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served quantities N"+N#  Ns (Ns denotes the total number of
sites) known as doping from half-filling and N"   N# known
as spin imbalance.
The MIT experiment start with a real space spin-density
wave st te [1]. Let us write an ide l version of such state as
| iSDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"
Y
j2B
cˆ†j#|0i. (2)
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sion of such state that regionA is double occupied and region
B is empty, that is,
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i2A
cˆ†i"cˆ
†
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Then this state is also evolved nde the Fermi Hubbard
Hamiltonian and one can measure he local total density, or
its deviation from half-filling at certain time t, i.e.
ni(t) = CDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆt | iCDW. (5)
Theorem. For the Fer i Hubbard Model, measurement of
local spin density S i(t) defined by Eq. 15 with parameter U0
and conserved quantities N" + N#   Ns = x and N"   N# = y
lways quals to m asureme t of charge density ni(t) defined
by Eq. 16 for the same parameter U0 and conserved quantities
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
That is o say, we st te that the charge and spin dynam-
ics are quivalent for the Ferm Hubbard model with same
h pping and interactio , with the doping and the spin imbal-
ance exchanging the r p rameters. For instance, when one
measures the spin dynamics of a half-filling Fermi Hubbard
model with spin imbalance, it is equivalent to measure charge
dyna cs of the same Fermi Hubbard model doped away from
half-filling wi h equal spin popul tion. More specifically, for
half-filling without spi population imbalance, the spin and
charge dynamics define above are always identical.
The pr of of this theorem follows from two steps.
Step 1: We consider a well-known particle-hole transfor-
mation Pˆ defined as
cˆi" ! ci", cˆ†i" ! c†i" (6)
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FIG. 1. Schematics of a real space spin-density-wave state (upper
panel) and the real space charge-density-wave state (lower panel) as
the initial state for measuring spin and charge dynamics, respectively.
A denotes one sublattice and B denotes the other. Or A de-
notes a group of domains where spins are polarized up, and B
d notes the rest regions where spi s are polarized down. This
SDW state will then evolve under the FHM Hamiltonian and,
at certain time t, one measures the local spin density along
zˆ-direction as
S zi (t) = SDW〈Ψ|eiHˆt(nˆi↑ − nˆi↓)e−iHˆt |Ψ〉SDW. (3)
Si ilarly, we can write down an deal v rsion of cha ge-
density-wave state that regionA is doubly occupied while re-
g on B is empty, that is,
|Ψ〉CDW =
∏
i∈A
cˆ†i↑cˆ
†
i↓|0〉. (4)
This state is shown schematically in t e lower panel of Fig.
1. The evolution of this state is also governed by the FHM
Hamiltonian, and at certain time t, one can measure the local
total density, or its deviation from half filling, i.e.,
ni(t) = CDW〈Ψ|eiHˆt(nˆi↑ + nˆi↓ − 1)e−iHˆt |Ψ〉CDW. (5)
Theorem. For th FHM on a square l tice, he measure-
ment of the local spin density S zi (t) defined by Eq. 3 with
parameter U0 and conserved quantities N↑ + N↓ − Ns = x and
N↑ − N↓ = y always equals to the measurement of the local
charge density ni(t) defined by Eq. 5 with the sa e U0 and
c nserved quantities N↑ + N↓ − Ns = y an N↑ − N↓ = x.
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hopping and interaction, with the doping and the spin imbal-
ance exchanging their parameters. For instance, when one
measures the spin dynamics of a half-filling Fermi Hubbard
model with spin imbalance, it is equivalent to measure charge
dynamics of the same Fermi Hubbard model doped away from
half-filling with equal spin population. More specifically, for
half-filling without spin population imbalance, the spin and
charge dynamics defined above are always identical.
The proof of this theorem follows from two steps.
Step 1: We consider a well-known particle-hole transfor-
mation Pˆ defined as
cˆi" ! ci", cˆ†i" ! c†i" (6)
cˆi# ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i#, cˆ†i" ! ( 1)ix+iy ci", (7)
where i = (ix, iy) labels each site. This transformation leaves
spin-up unchanged but makes a particle-hole transformation
for spin-down particle, accompanied by a sign change on one
sublattices. This transformation does following things: (i) It
leaves the hopping term invariant, and inverts the sign of inter-
action term by change U to  U. (ii) Moreover, it interchanges
doping and spin imbalance as
Ni"   Ni# ! Ni" + Ni#   Ns, (8)
Ni" + Ni#   Ns ! Ni"   Ni#. (9)
(iii) It also changes the spin-density-wave state | iSDW de-
fined in Eq. 2 to the charge-density-wave state defined in Eq.
4.
Thus, by using (i-iii) particle-hole symmetry Pˆ, the conclu-
sion of Step 1 is that the spin dynamics for starting from spin-
density-wave state with interaction parameter U0 and con-
served quantities N" +N#  Ns = x and N"  N# = y is equiva-
lent to the charge dynamics starting from charge-density-wave
state with interaction parameter  U0 and conserved quantities
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
Step 2. The step 2 follows from another theorem we proved
in Ref. [3] which we termed as “symmetry protected dynami-
cal symmetry”. It states as follows:
Considering the Hamiltonian Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Vˆ , here Vˆ denotes
the interaction term and Hˆ0 denotes the rest terms, if we can
find an antiunitary operator Sˆ = RˆWˆ, where Rˆ is the (antiuni-
tary) time-reversal operator and Wˆ is a unitary operator that
satisfies the following conditions:
(i) Sˆ anticommutes with Hˆ0 and commutes with Vˆ , i.e.
{Sˆ, Hˆ0} = 0, [Sˆ, Vˆ] = 0; (10)
(ii) The initial state | 0i only acquires a global phase factor
under Sˆ, i.e.
Sˆ 1 | 0i = ei  | 0i ; (11)
(iii) The measurement operator is a Hermitian operator Oˆ
that is even or odd under symmetry operation by Sˆ, i.e.
Sˆ 1OˆSˆ = ±Oˆ, (12)
then we can conclude
hO(t)i+U = ±hO(t)i U , (13)
where hO(t)i±U denotes the expectation value of Oˆ under the
wave function | (t)i = eiHˆt | 0i with interaction strength ±U
in Hˆ, respectively.
Here we can take Wˆ as a bipartite lattice symmetry defined
as
cˆi  ! ( 1)ix+iy ci , cˆ†i  ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i  (14)
Unlike Pˆ, this transformation does not exchange particles and
holes and only adds the extra minus sign on one sublattice to
both two spin components. It is straightforward to check that
with this choice of Wˆ and with the initial state chosen as the
charge-density-wave state, the condition (i)-(iii) are satisfied.
Moreover, the two conserved quantities N"+N#  Ns and N"  
N# are both invariant under Wˆ.
Thus, the conclusion of Step 2 is that the charge dynamics
starting from charge-density-wave with interaction parameter
 U0 equals to the charge dynamics from the same charge-
density-wave state with interaction parameter U0, with the
same conserved quantities N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
By combining the conclusion from Step 1 and Step 2, the
theorem is proved. From this prove, we can also see that the
results can be more general in the sense that it does not de-
pend on the specific choice of initial state | iSDW and | iCDW
introduced in Eq. 2 and Eq. 4. We can start to measure spin
dynamics from | i1 as
S i(t) = 1h |eiHˆt(nˆi"   nˆi#)e iHˆt | i1. (15)
ad to measure the charge dynamics from | i2 as
ni(t) = 2h |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆt | i2. (16)
The theorem will still be hold as long as | i1 and | i2 satisfy
following two conditions:
(i) | i1 and | i2 are related by the particle-hole symmetry
Pˆ.
(ii) | i2 is invariant under Sˆ = RˆWˆ up to a phase, with
Rˆ being time-reversal symmetry and Wˆ being the bipartite
lattice symmetry.
So far, as reported in Ref. [1] and Ref. [2], MIT group
only reported spin transport coe cient measured for half-
filled Hubbard model with zero spin population imbalance,
and the Princeton group only reported data doped away from
half-filling. Thus these two set of data can not be directly com-
pared. But it will be straightforward to extend their measure-
ment to regions with both finite doping and finite spin popu-
lation imbalance. Then they can compare measurements and
our theorem can be confirmed experimentally. This newly es-
tablished relation between spin and charge dynamics may also
shed light on experiments on cuprates.
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Utilizing the Fermi gas microscope, recently the MIT group has measured the spi tr nsport of th Fermi
Hubbard model starting from a spin-density-wave state, and the Princet n group has measured the charge trans-
port of the Fermi Hubbard model starting from a charge-density-wav state. This paper is to prove that these
two transport measurements are in fact equiv le t to each other. The proof makes use of the particle-hole sym-
metry of the Fermi Hubbard model and a recently discovered symmetry protected dynamical symmetry. We
also present the general condition for the equivalence of spin and charge transport in the Fermi Hubbard model.
The development of quantum gas microscope is one of the
most significant developments in cold atom physics during re-
cent years. It opens up a new avenue for studying strongly
correlated physics. It is worth emphasizing that the quantum
gas microscope not only allows one to detect the system in
situ with single site resolution, but also allows one to prepare
an eigenstate of real space density operators, with which one
can study the non-equilibrium dynamics of strongly correlated
system. For instance, recent the MIT group and the Princeton
group have respectively prepared a Fermi Hubbard model ini-
tially in either a spin-density-wave state or a charge-density-
wave state, and them measure the subsequent spin and charge
dynamics [1, 2]. They extract the sp n di↵usion constant and
charge di↵usion constant from these two measurem ts, e-
spectively [1, 2].
This article is to prove that these two transport measure-
ments are essentially equivalent to each oth r. To be specific,
we first write down the Fermi Hubbard model that two groups
simulate with ultracold fermionic atom loaded in square opti-
cal lattices, that is
Hˆ =   J
X
hi ji, 
cˆ†i cˆ j  + U
X
i
 
nˆi"   1
!  
nˆi#   12
!
. (1)
where J is the hopping amplitude between n arest neighbour-
ing sites of the square lattice, and U is the on-site inter ction
strength. Here we write the interaction term in a particle-hole
symmetric form. Taking J as energy unit, the model is char-
acterized by one single parameter U, together with two con-
served quantities N"+N#  Ns (Ns denotes the total number of
sites) known as doping from half-filling and N"   N# known
as spin imbalance.
The MIT experiment starts with a real space spin-density
wave state [1]. Let us write an ideal version of such state as
| iSDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"
Y
j2B
cˆ†j#|0i. (2)
This state is schematically shown in the upper panel of Fig. 1.
Here there is no constraint on the choice of region A and B.
Each of them does not have to be single-connected and they do
not have to have equal size. For instance, if one considers an
(⇡, ⇡) anti-ferromagnetic state on a square lattice, A denotes
one sublattice and B denotes the other sublattices. For MIT
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an eigenstate of real space density operators, with which one
can study the non-equilibrium dynamics of strongly correlated
system. For instance, recent the MIT group and the Princeton
group have respectively prepared a Fermi Hubbard model ini-
tially in either a spin-density- ave state or a charge-density-
wave state, and them measur the subsequent spin and charge
dynamics [1, 2]. They extr ct the spi di↵us on consta t and
charge di↵usion constant from these two measurements, re-
spectively [1, 2].
This article is to prove that these two transport measure-
ments are essentially equivalent to each other. To be specific,
we first write down the Fermi Hubbard model that two groups
simulate with ultracold fermionic atom loaded in square opti-
cal lattices, that is
Hˆ =   J
X
hi ji, 
cˆ†i cˆ j  + U
X
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nˆi"   12
!  
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!
. (1)
where J is the hopping amplitude between nearest neighbour-
ing sites of the square lattice, and U is the on-site interaction
strength. Here we write the interaction term in a particle-hole
symmetric form. Taking J as energy unit, the odel is char-
acterized by one single parameter U, togeth r with two con-
served quantities N"+N#  Ns (Ns d notes the total umber of
sites) known as doping from half-filling and N"   N# known
as spin imbalance.
The MIT experiment starts with a real space spin-density
wave state [1]. Let us write an ideal version of such state as
| iSDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"
Y
j2B
cˆ†j#|0i. (2)
Here there is no constraint on the choice of region A and B.
Each of them does not have to be single-connected and they do
not have to have equal size. For instance, if one considers an
(⇡, ⇡) anti-ferromagnetic state on a square lattice, A denotes
one sublattice and B denotes the other sublattices. For MIT
experiment, A denotes a group of domains where spins are
polarized up and B denotes the rest regions where spins are
polarized d wn. Then this sta e ill evolve under the Fermi
Hubbard Hamiltonian a d then at certain time t, one measures
the local spin density along zˆ-direction as
S i(t) = SDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi"   nˆi#)e iHˆt | iSDW. (3)
The Princeton experiment starts with a real space charge-
density w ve tate [2]. Si ilarly, we can write a simple ver-
sion of such state that regionA is double occupied and region
B is empty, that is,
| iCDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"cˆ
†
i#|0i. (4)
Then this state is also evolved under the F rmi Hubbard
Hamiltonian and one can measure the local total density, or
its deviation from half-filling at certain time t, i.e.
ni(t) = CDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆt | iCDW. (5)
Theorem. For the Fermi Hubbard Model, measurement of
local spin density S i(t) defined by Eq. 15 with arameter U0
and conserved quantities N" + N#   Ns = x and N"   N# = y
always equals to measurement of charge density ni(t) defined
by Eq. 16 for the same param ter U0 and con erved quantities
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
That is to say, we state that the charge and spin dynam-
ics are equivalent for the Fermi Hubbard model with sa
hopping and interaction, with the doping and the p n imbal-
ance exchanging their parameters. For instance, when one
measures the spi dynamics of a half-filling Fermi Hubbard
m del with spin imbalance, it is equivalent to me sur ch rge
dynamics of the same Fermi Hubbard model doped away from
half-filling with equal spin opulation. More specifically, for
half-filling without spin population imbalance, th spin and
charge dynamics defined above are always identical.
The proof of this theorem follows from two steps.
Step 1: We consider a well-known particle-hole transfor-
mation Pˆ defined as
cˆi" ! ci", cˆ†i" ! c†i" (6)
cˆi# ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i#, cˆ†i" ! ( 1)ix+iy ci", (7)
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correlated physics. It is worth emph sizing that the quantum
gas microscope not only llows one to detect the system in
situ with single si e resolution, but also allows one to prepare
an eigenstate of real space density operators, with which one
can stu y the n n-equilibrium dynamics of strongly correlated
sy em. For instance, rece t the MIT gr up nd the Princeton
group hav respec ively prepare a F rmi Hubbard model ini-
tially in either a spin-density-wave state or a charge-density-
wave state, nd them measure the subseque t spin and charge
dy amics [1, 2]. Th y extract the spin di↵usion constant and
charge di↵u ion constant from these two measurements, re-
spectively [1, 2].
This article is to prove that these two transport measure-
ments are essentially equivalent to each other. To be specific,
we first write down the Fermi Hubbard model that two groups
simulate with ultracold fermionic atom loaded in square opti-
c l latt ces, th is
Hˆ =   J
X
hi ji, 
cˆ†i cˆ j  + U
X
i
 
nˆi"
1
2
!  
nˆi#   12
!
. (1)
where J is the hopping amplitude between nearest neighbour-
i g sites of the sq are lattice, and U is the on-site interaction
strength. Her we write the interaction term in a particle-hole
symm tric form. Taking J as energy unit, the model is char-
acterized by one si gle parameter U, together with two con-
s rv d quan ities N"+N#  Ns (Ns den tes the total number of
sites) known as d ping from half-filling and N"   N# known
as spin imbalance.
The MIT experiment starts with a real space spin-density
wave state [1]. Let us write an ideal version of such state as
| iSDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"
Y
j2B
cˆ†j#|0i. (2)
Here there is no constra nt on the choice of region A and B.
Each of them does not have t be single-connected and they do
not have to hav qual size. For instance, if one considers an
(⇡, ⇡) anti-ferromag etic state on a squar lattice, A denotes
one sublattice a d B denotes the other ublattices. F r MIT
experim nt, A d notes group of domains where spins are
polarized up and B denotes the rest regions where spins are
polarized down. Th n this state will evolve under the Fermi
Hubbar Hamil onian and th n at certain time t, one measures
the local spin dens ty along zˆ-dir ction a
S i(t) = SDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi"   ˆ i#)e iHˆt | SDW. (3)
The Princ ton experiment starts with a real space charge-
d nsity w ve tate [2]. Simil rly, we can write a simple ver-
sion of uch stat that regionA is double occup ed nd region
B is empty, t at is,
| iCDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"cˆ
†
i#|0i. (4)
Th n t is state is also evolved u der the Fermi Hubba d
Hamilt nian and one can easure the local total density, or
its deviation from half-filling at certain time t, i.e.
ni(t) = CDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆt | iCDW. (5)
Theorem. For t e Fer i Hubbard Mo el, measur ment of
local spin d nsity S i(t) defined by Eq. 15 with parameter U0
and cons ved quantities N" + N#   Ns = x and N"   N# = y
always equals to measurement of charge density ni(t) defined
by Eq. 16 f r the same parameter U0 a d conserved quantities
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
That is to s y, we st te that the charge and spin dynam-
ics r equivale t for the Fermi Hubbard model with same
hopping and teraction, with the doping and th spin imb l-
anc exchanging th ir parameters. Fo instance, w en one
measures the spin dynamics of a half-filling Fermi Hubbard
model with spin imbalance, it is equiv le t to measure charge
dyna ics of the s m Fer i Hubbard model dope away from
half-filling ith equal spin popul tion. More specifically, for
half-filling wi hout sp n population imbalance, the spin and
ch rg dyn mics defi ed abov are always ide tical.
The proof of this t eor m f lows from two s eps.
Step 1: We consider a w ll-known particle-hole transfor-
mation Pˆ defined as
cˆi" ! ci", cˆ†i" ! c†i" (6)
cˆi# ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i#, cˆ†i" ! ( 1)ix+iy ci", (7)
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Util zing the Fermi gas microscope, recently the MIT group has measured the spin transport of the Fermi
Hubbard mod l tarting from a spi -density-wave state, and the Princ ton group has measured the charge trans-
po t of th Fermi Hubbard mod l st ting from a charge-density-wave state. T is pap r is to prove that these
two tr nsport me s rem s re in f ct equivalent to each other. The proof makes u e of the particle-hole sym-
m try of th Fermi Hubbard od l an a rec ntl discov re symmetry protected dynamical symmetry. We
als prese t the general conditi n for the equival nce of spin and charge transport in the Fermi Hubbard model.
The development of quantum gas microsco e is one of the
most significant dev lo ments n cold atom physics during r -
cent year . I o ns up a n w avenu for study ng ongly
correlated physic . I is wor emph sizing that e quantum
gas micros ope n t only al w one to detect the system in
situ wit single site resolution, but also allows one to prepare
an eigenstate of r al space density operators, with which one
can study the non-equilibrium dynamics of strongly correlated
sy em. For in tance, recent the MIT group and the Princeton
gro p v respectively prepared a Fe mi Hubbard model ini-
tially in either a spin-density-wav state or a charge-density-
wave st te, and them mea ure the subsequent spin and charge
d ami s [1, 2]. Th y extra t the spin di↵usion constant and
ch rge di↵u ion constant from these two measurements, re-
spectively [1, 2].
This ar icl is o prove tha th se two transport measure-
ments r ess ntially equivalent to ach other. To be sp cific,
we first write down the Fermi Hubbard model that two groups
imulate with ultrac ld fermionic atom loaded in square opti-
c l lattices, that is
Hˆ =   J
X
hi ji, 
cˆ†i cˆ j  + U
X
i
 
nˆi"   12
!  
nˆi#   12
!
. (1)
where J is the hoppi g ampli ude between nearest neighbour-
i g sites of the sq ar lattice, a d U is the on-site interaction
str gth. Her we write the inte action t rm in a particle-hole
symmetric fo m. Taking J as energy unit, the model is char-
acterized by one single parameter U, together wit two c n-
s rv d qua ities N"+N#  Ns (Ns denot s th t al number of
sites) known as doping from half-filling and N"   N# known
as spin imbalance.
The MIT experiment start with a real space spin-density
wave st te [1]. L t us write an ideal version of uch state as
| iSDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"
Y
j2B
cˆ†j#|0i. (2)
Here here is no constraint on the choice of region A and B.
Each of them does n t have to be single-connected and they do
not have t hav equal size. For instance, if one considers an
(⇡, ⇡) anti-ferromag tic state on a square lattice, A denotes
on subla tice a d B denotes the ther sublattices. For MIT
experim nt, A enotes a group of domains where spins are
polarized up and B denotes the rest regions where spins are
polar zed do n. Then this state will evolve under the Fermi
Hubbar H miltonian and then at certain time t, one measures
the local spin density along zˆ-direction as
S i(t) = SDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi"   nˆi#)e iHˆt | iSDW. (3)
Th Princ ton experiment starts with a real space charge-
density wave st te [2]. Similarly, we can write a simple ver-
sion of such state th t regio A is double occupied and region
B is empty, that is,
| iCDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"cˆ
†
i#|0i. (4)
Th n this state is also evolved nde th Fermi Hubba d
Hamiltonian and one can measure he local total density, or
its devi tion f om half-filling at certain time t, i.e.
ni(t) = CDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆt | iCDW. (5)
Theor m. For the Fer i H bbard Model, measur ment of
local spin d nsity S i(t) defined by Eq. 15 with parameter U0
and conserved quantities N" + N#   Ns x and N"   N# = y
lw ys equ ls to asureme t f c rge density ni(t) defined
by Eq. 16 for the same parameter U0 and conserved quantities
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
That is o say, we st te that the charge and spin dynam-
ics re quivale t for the Ferm Hubbard model with sam
h pping and interactio , with the doping and the spin imbal-
ance exchangin the r p rameters. For instance, when one
measures the spin dynamics of a half-filling Fermi Hubbard
model with spin imbalance, it is quival nt to measure charge
dyna cs of the ame Fermi Hubbard model doped away from
ha f-filling i h equal spin popul tion. More specifically, for
half-filling without spi population imbalance, the spin and
ch rg dynamics efine above are always identical.
The proof of this theorem follows from two steps.
Step 1: We consider a well-known particle-hole transfor-
mation Pˆ defined as
cˆi" ! ci", cˆ†i" ! c†i" (6)
cˆi# ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i#, cˆ†i" !  1)ix+iy ci", (7)
FIG. 1. Schematic of the spin-density-wave state (upper panel) an
the charge-density-wave state (lower panel) as the initial state for
measuri g pin nd charge dynamics, pectively
experiment, A enotes a group of domains where spins are
polarized up and B denotes the rest regions where spins are
polarized down. Then this state will evolve under the Fermi
Hubbard Ha iltonian an then at certain time t, n e sures
the local spin d it along zˆ-direction as
S i(t) = SDWh |eiHˆt(ˆ i"   nˆi#)e iHˆt | iSDW. (3)
The Princeton experiment starts with a re l space char
density wave state [2]. Similarly, we can write a simple ver-
sion of suc s a e that regionA is double o cupied nd r gion
B is empty, that is,
| iCDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"cˆ
†
i#|0i. (4)
This state is schematically shown in the lower panel of Fig.
1. Then this state also evolved u der the Fermi Hubbard
Hamiltonian and one can measure the local total density, or
its deviation from half-filling at certain time t, i.e.
ni(t) CDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆt | iCDW. (5)
Theor m. For the Fermi Hubbard Model, measurement of
local spin density S i(t) defined by Eq. 15 with parameter U0
and conserved quantities N" + N#   Ns = x and N"   N# = y
always equals to measurem t of charg density ni(t) defi ed
by Eq. 16 for the same parameter U0 and conserved quantities
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
That is to say, we state that the charge and spin dynam-
ics are equivalent for the Fermi Hubbard model with same
=
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hoppi g and interaction, with the doping and the spin imbal-
ance exchanging their parameters. For instance, when one
measures t e spin d na ics of a half-filling Fermi Hubbard
odel with spin imbal ce, it is equivalent to measure charge
dynamics of the same Fermi Hubbard model doped away from
half-filling with equal spin population. More specifically, for
half-filling without spin population imbalance, the spin and
ch rge dynamics defined above re alwa s identical.
The proof of thi theorem follows from two steps.
Step 1: We consider a well-known particle-hole transfor-
mation Pˆ defined as
cˆi" ! ci", cˆ†i" ! c†i" (6)
cˆi# ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i#, cˆ†i" ! ( 1)ix+iy ci", (7)
where i = (ix, iy) labels each site. This transformation leaves
spin-up unchanged but makes a particle-hole transformation
for spi -down p rticle, accompanied by a gn change o one
sublattices. This transformation does following things: (i) It
leaves the hopping term invariant, and inverts the sign of inter-
action term by change U to  U. (ii) Moreover, it interchanges
doping and spin imbalance as
Ni"   Ni# ! Ni" + Ni#   Ns, (8)
Ni" + Ni#   Ns ! Ni"   Ni#. (9)
(iii) It also changes the spin-density-wave state | iSDW de-
fined n Eq. 2 to the charge-density-wave state defined in Eq.
4.
Thus, by using (i-iii) particle-hole sy metry Pˆ, the conclu-
sion of Step 1 is that the spin dynamics for starting from spin-
density-wave state with interaction parameter U0 and con-
served quantit es N" +N#  Ns = x and N"  N# = y is equiva-
lent to the charge dynamics starting from charge-density-wave
state with interaction parameter  U0 and conserved quantities
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
Step 2. The step 2 follows from another theorem we proved
in Ref. [3] which we termed as “symmetry protected dynami-
cal symmetry”. It states as follows:
Considering th Hamiltonian Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Vˆ , here Vˆ denotes
the interaction term and Hˆ0 denotes the rest terms, if we can
fi d an antiunitary op rator Sˆ = RˆWˆ, where Rˆ is the (antiuni-
tary) time-reversal operator and Wˆ is a unitary operator that
s tisfies the following conditi ns:
(i) Sˆ anticommutes with Hˆ0 and commutes with Vˆ , i.e.
{Sˆ, Hˆ0} = 0, [Sˆ, Vˆ] = 0; (10)
(ii) The i itial state | 0i only acquires a global phase factor
und r Sˆ, i.e.
Sˆ 1 | 0i = ei  | 0i ; (11)
(iii) The measurement operator is a Hermitian operator Oˆ
that is even or odd under symmetry o eration by Sˆ, i.e.
Sˆ 1OˆSˆ = ±Oˆ, (12)
then we can conclude
hO(t)i+U = ±hO(t)i U , (13)
where hO(t)i±U denotes the expectation value of Oˆ under the
wave function | (t)i = eiHˆt | 0i with interaction strength ±U
in Hˆ, respectively.
Here we can take Wˆ as a bipartite lattice symmetry defined
as
cˆi  ! ( 1)ix+iy ci , cˆ†i  ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i  (14)
Unlike Pˆ, this transformation does not exchange particles and
holes and only adds the extra minus sign on one sublattice to
both two spin components. It is straightforward to check that
with this choice of Wˆ and with the initial state chosen as the
charge-density-wave state, the condition (i)-(iii) are satisfied.
Moreover, the two conserved quantities N"+N#  Ns and N"  
N# are both invariant under Wˆ.
Thus, the conclusion of Step 2 is that the charge dynamics
starting from charge-density-wave with interaction parameter
 U0 equals to the charge dynamics from the same charge-
density-wave state with interaction parameter U0, with the
same conserved quantities N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
By combining the conclusion from Step 1 and Step 2, the
theorem is proved. From this prove, we can also see that the
results can be more general in the sense that it does not de-
pend on the specific choice of initial state | iSDW and | iCDW
introduced in Eq. 2 and Eq. 4. We can start to measure spin
dynamic from | i1 as
S i(t) = 1h |eiHˆt(nˆi"   nˆi#)e iHˆt | i1. (15)
ad to measure the charge dynamics from | i2 as
ni(t) = 2h |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆt | i2. (16)
The theorem will still be hold as long as | i1 and | i2 satisfy
following two conditions:
(i) | i1 and | i2 are related by the particle-hole symmetry
Pˆ.
(ii) | i2 is invariant under Sˆ = RˆWˆ up to a phase, with
Rˆ being time-reversal symmetry and Wˆ being the bipartite
lattice symmetry.
So far, as reported in Ref. [1] and Ref. [2], MIT group
only reported spin transport coe cient measured for half-
filled Hubbard model with zero spin population imbalance,
and the Princeton group only reported data doped away from
half-filling. Thus these two set of data can not be directly com-
pared. But it will be straightforward to extend their measure-
ment to regions with both finite doping and finite spin popu-
lation imbalance. Then they can compare measurements and
our theorem can be confirmed experimentally. This newly es-
tablished relation between spin and charge dynamics may also
shed light on experiments on cuprates.
⇤ hzhai@tsinghu .edu.cn
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hopping and interaction, with the doping and the spin imbal-
nce exchanging their parameters. For instance, when one
measures the spin d namics of a half-filling Fermi Hubbard
model with spin imbal nce, it i equivalent to m asure charge
dynamics of the same Fermi Hubbard model doped away from
half-filling with equal spin population. More specifically, for
half-filli g without spin popul tion imbalance, the spin and
charge dynamics defined above are alw ys identical.
The proof of this theorem follows from two steps.
Step 1: We consider a well-kn wn particle-hole transfor-
mation Pˆ defined as
cˆi" ! ci", cˆ†i" ! c†i" (6)
cˆi# ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i#, cˆ†i" ! ( 1)ix+iy ci", (7)
wher i = (ix, iy) labels each site. This transformation leaves
spin-u un hanged but makes a particle-hole transformation
for spin- own particle, accompa ied by a sign change on one
su lattic . This transformation does following things: (i) It
leaves the hopping term i var ant, and inverts the sign of inter-
action term by change U to  U. (ii) Moreover, it interchanges
doping and spin imbalance as
Ni"   Ni# ! Ni" + Ni#   Ns, (8)
Ni" + Ni#   Ns ! Ni"   N #. (9)
( ii) It also changes the spin-density-wave state | iSDW e-
fin d in Eq. 2 t th charge-density-wave state defined in Eq.
4.
Thus, by using (i-iii) particle-hole symmetry Pˆ, the conclu-
sion of Step 1 is tha the spin dynamics for starting from spin-
d nsi y-wave state with i teractio parameter U0 and con-
served quantities " +N#  Ns = x and N"  N# = y is equiva-
lent o the charge dynamics starting from charge-density-wave
state with i teraction parameter  U0 and conserve quantities
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
Step 2. T s ep 2 foll ws from another theorem e proved
in R f. [3] hich we termed as “symmetry protected d na i-
ca symmetry”. It states as follo s:
Considering the Hamiltonian Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Vˆ , here Vˆ denotes
the interactio erm nd Hˆ0 denotes the rest terms, if w can
find an ntiunitary op rator Sˆ = RˆWˆ, wh re Rˆ is the (antiu i-
tary) time-reversal operator a d Wˆ is a unitary operator that
satisfies the following conditions:
(i) Sˆ anticommutes with Hˆ0 and commutes with Vˆ , i.e.
{Sˆ, Hˆ0} = 0, [Sˆ, Vˆ] = 0; (10)
(ii) The initial state | 0i only acquir a global phase factor
under Sˆ, i.e.
Sˆ 1 | 0i = ei  | 0i ; (11)
(iii) The measurement operator is a Hermitian operator Oˆ
that is even or odd under symmetry operation by Sˆ, i.e.
Sˆ 1OˆSˆ = ±Oˆ, (12)
then we can conclude
hO(t)i+U = ±hO(t)i U , (13)
wher hO(t)i±U den tes the expectation value of Oˆ under the
wave funct on | (t)i = eiHˆt | 0i with interaction strength ±U
in Hˆ, respectively.
He e we can take Wˆ as a bipartite lattice symmetry defined
as
cˆi  ! ( 1)ix+iy ci , cˆ†i  ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i  (14)
Unlik Pˆ, this transformation does not exchange particles and
holes and only adds the extra minus sign on one sublattice to
both two spin components. It is straightforward to check that
ith this choice of Wˆ and with the initial state chosen as the
c arge- ensity-wave state, the condition (i)-(iii) are satisfied.
Moreover, the two conserved quantities N"+N#  Ns and N"  
N# are both invariant under Wˆ.
Thus, the conclusion of Step 2 is that the charge dynamics
starting from cha ge-density-wave with interaction parameter
 U0 equals to the ch rg dynamics from the same charge-
d nsi y-wave state with interaction parameter U0, with the
same conserved quantities " + N# Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
By combining the conclusion from Step 1 and Step 2, the
theorem is proved. From this prove, we can also see that the
resul s can b more gen ral in the sense that it does not de-
pend on the specific choice of initial state | iSDW and | iCDW
introduced i Eq. 2 and Eq. 4. We can start to measure spin
dynamics from | i1 as
S i(t) = 1h |eiHˆt(nˆi"   nˆi#)e iHˆt | i1. (15)
ad to measure the charge dynamics from | i2 as
ni(t) = 2h |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆt | i2. (16)
The theorem will still be hold a long as | i1 and | i2 satisfy
following two conditions:
(i) | 1 and | i2 are related by the particle-hole symmetry
Pˆ.
(ii) | i2 is invariant und r Sˆ = RˆWˆ up to a phase, with
Rˆ being time-reversal symmetry and Wˆ being the bipartite
lattice symmetry.
So far, as r ported in Ref. [1] and Ref. [2], MIT group
nly reported spin transp t coe cient measured for half-
fill d Hubbard model with zero spin population imbalance,
and the Prince on group onl reported data doped away from
half-filling. Thus h se two set f data can not be directly com-
pared. But it will be straightforward to extend their measure-
ment to regions with both finite doping and finite spin popu-
latio imbal nce. Then th y can compare measurements and
our theo e can be confirmed experimentally. This newly es-
tablished relation between spin and charge dynamics may also
shed light on experiments on cuprates.
⇤ hzhai@tsinghua.edu.cn
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hopping and inter ction, with the do ing an th spin imbal-
c exchangi g their parameters. For instance, when one
measures the spin ynamics of a half-filling Fermi Hubbard
model with spin imbalance, it is equivalent to measur charge
dynamics of the sa e Fermi Hubbard model doped away from
half-filling with equal spi population. More specifically, for
h lf-filling without spin population imb la ce, th spin and
char e dynamics defin ab ve are always id ntical.
The pr of of this theorem fol ows from two steps.
St p 1: We consider a well-known particle-hole transfor-
mation Pˆ efined as
cˆi" ! ci", cˆ†i" ! c†i" (6)
cˆi# ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i#, cˆ†i" ! ( 1)ix+iy ci", (7)
wher i = (ix, iy) labels e h site. T is transformation leaves
spin-up unchanged but makes a particle-hole transformation
for spin-down pa ticle, accompanied by a sign ch ge on one
sublattices. This transformation d es following things: (i) It
leaves the hoppi g term invariant, nd inverts t e sign of inter-
action term by change U to  U. (ii) Moreover, it interchanges
doping and spin imbalance as
Ni"   Ni# ! Ni" + Ni#   Ns, (8)
Ni" + Ni#   Ns ! Ni"   Ni#. (9)
(iii) It also chang s the spin-density-wave state | iSDW de-
fined i Eq. 2 to the charge-density- av state defined in Eq.
4.
Thus, by usi g (i iii) particle-hole symmetry Pˆ, the conclu-
sion of Step 1 is that the spin dynamic for starti g from spi -
density-wave state with interaction parameter U0 and con-
served quantities N" +N#  Ns = x a d N"  N# = y is quiv -
lent to the charge dynamics starting from charge-density-wave
st te with interac on param ter  U0 and conserved quantities
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
Step 2. The step 2 follows fro another th orem we roved
in Ref. [3] which we termed as “symmetry protected dynami-
cal symmetry”. It states as follo s:
Considering the Hamiltonian Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Vˆ , here Vˆ denotes
the interaction term and Hˆ0 denotes the rest terms, if we can
find an antiunitary operator Sˆ = RˆWˆ, where Rˆ is the (antiuni-
tary) time- eve sal operat r nd Wˆ is a unitary op t r that
satisfies the following conditions:
(i) Sˆ anticommutes with Hˆ0 and com utes with Vˆ , i.e.
{Sˆ, Hˆ0} = 0, [Sˆ, Vˆ] = 0; (10)
(ii) The initial state | 0i only acquires a global phase fact r
under Sˆ, i.e.
Sˆ 1 | 0i = ei  | 0i ; (11)
(i i) Th measurement operator is a Hermitian operator Oˆ
hat is even or odd under symmetry operation by Sˆ, i.e.
Sˆ 1OˆSˆ = ±Oˆ, (12)
then we can conclude
hO(t)i+U = ±hO(t)i U , (13)
where h (t)i±U denotes the expectation value of Oˆ under the
wave function | (t)i = eiHˆt | 0i with interaction strength ±U
in Hˆ, respectively.
Here we can take Wˆ as a bipartite lattice symmetry defined
as
cˆi  ! ( 1)ix+iy ci , c†i  ! ( 1)ix+iy c†  (14)
Unlik Pˆ, this transformation does not exchange particles and
holes and only adds the extra minus sign on one sublattice to
both two spin components. It is straightforward to check that
wi h this choice of Wˆ and with the initial state chose as the
ch rge-density-wave state, the condition ( )-(iii) are satisfied.
Moreover, the two conserved quantities N"+N#  Ns and N"  
N# are both invariant under Wˆ.
T us, the c nclu ion of Step 2 is that th arge dynamics
s a ting from charge-density-wave with interaction parameter
 U0 equals to the charge d na ics from the same charge-
density-wav sta e with interaction parameter U0, with the
same conserved quantities N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
By combining the conclusion from Step 1 and St p 2, th
theorem is pr v d. From this prove, w an also se that the
results can be more ge er l in the sense that it does not de-
pend on the spe ific choice of initial state | iSDW and | iCDW
introduced in Eq. 2 and Eq. 4. We can start to measure spin
dynamics from | i1 as
S i(t) = 1h |eiHˆt(nˆi"   nˆi#)e iHˆt | i1. (15)
ad to easure the charge dyn ics from | i2 as
ni(t) = 2h |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆt | i2. (16)
The th orem will still be hold as long as | i1 and | i2 satisfy
following two conditions:
(i) | i1 and | i2 are related by the particle-hole symmetry
Pˆ.
(ii) | i2 i invariant un er Sˆ = RˆWˆ up to a phase, with
Rˆ being time-reversal symmetry and Wˆ b ing the bip rtite
lattice symmetry.
So far, as re rted in Ref. [1] and Ref. [2], MIT group
only reported spin transport coe cient measured for half-
filled Hubbard model with z r spin populati n imbala ce,
an th Princeton group only reported data doped away fr m
half-filling. Thus these two set of data can not be directly com-
ared. But it will be straightforward to extend their measure-
ment to reg ons with both finite doping and finite spin popu-
lation imbala ce. Then they can compare measurements and
our theore can be confirmed experimentally. This n wly es-
tabli relation between spin and charge dy amics may also
she li t on experiments on cuprates.
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Utilizing the Fermi gas microscope, recently the MIT group has measured the spin transport of the Fermi
Hubbard model starting fr m a spin-density-wave state, and the Pri ceton group has measured the charge trans-
port of the Fermi Hubbard model starting from a charge-density-wave state. This paper is to prove that these
two transport measurements are in fact equivalent to each other. The proof makes use of the particle-hole sym-
metry f the Fermi Hubbard model and a rec ntly discovered symmetry protected dynamical symmetry. We
also present the general condition for the equivalence of spin and charge transport in the Fermi Hubbard model.
The development of quantum gas microscope is one of the
most significant developments in cold atom physics during re-
cent years. It opens up a new avenue for studying strongly
corr la ed physics. It is worth emphasizing that the quantum
gas microsc p not only l ws one to d t ct the ystem i
situ with single site resolution, but also allows one to prepar
an eigenstate of real space density operators, with which one
can study the non-equilibrium dynamics of strong y correlated
system. For instance, recent the MIT gr up and the Princeton
group have respectively prepared a Fermi Hubbard model ini-
ti lly in either a sp n-dens ty-wav state r a cha ge-d nsity
wave s ate, and them measure the subsequ nt spin and charge
dynamics [1, 2]. They extract the spin di↵usion co stant and
charge di↵usion constant from these two meas rements, re-
spectively [1, 2].
Thi article i t prove that these two transport measure-
ments are ssentially equivalent to each other. To be sp ific,
we first write down the Fermi Hubbard model that two groups
simulate with ultracold fermionic atom loaded in square opti-
cal latti es, th t is
Hˆ =   J
X
hi ji, 
cˆ†i cˆ j  + U
X
i
 
nˆi"   12
!  
nˆi#   12
!
. (1)
where J is the hopping amplitude between nearest neighbour-
ing sites of the square lattice, and U is the on-site interaction
strength. Here we write the interaction term in a particle-hole
symmetric form. T king J as energy unit, the mod l s char-
acterized by one single p rameter U, together with two con-
served quantities N"+N#  Ns (Ns deno es the total number of
sites) known as doping from half-filling and N"   N# known
as spin i balance.
The MIT experiment starts with a real space spin-density
wave state [1]. Let us write an ideal version of such state as
| iSDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"
Y
j2B
cˆ†j#|0i. (2)
This state is schematically shown in th upper pan l of Fig. 1.
H re there is no con traint on the c oice of region A and B.
Each of them does not have to be single-connected and they do
not have to have equal size. For instance, if one considers an
(⇡, ⇡) anti-ferromagnetic state on a square lattice, A denotes
one sublattic and B denot s the other sublattices. For MIT
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Utilizing the Fermi gas microscope, recently the MIT group has measured the spin transport of the Fermi
Hubbard model starting from a spin-density-wave stat , and the Pri ceton group has measured the charg trans-
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The development of quantum gas microscope is one of the
most significant developments in cold atom p ysics during re-
cent years. It opens up a new avenue for studying strongly
correlated physics. It is worth emphasizing that the quantum
gas microscope not only allows one to detect the system in
situ with single site resolution, but also allows one to prepare
an eigenstate of real space density operators, with which one
can study the non-equilibrium dynamics of strongly correlated
system. For instance, recent the MIT group and the Princeton
group have respectively prepared a Fermi Hubbard model ini-
tially in either a spin-density- ave state or a charge-density-
wave state, and them measur the subsequent spin and charge
dynamics [1, 2]. They extr ct the spi di↵us on consta t and
charge di↵usion constant from these two measurem nts, re-
spectively [1, 2].
This article is to prove that these two transport measure-
ments are essentially equivalent to each other. To be specific,
we first write d wn th F rmi Hubb rd del that tw groups
simulat with ultracold fermionic atom load d in square opti-
cal lattices, that is
Hˆ =   J
X
hi ji, 
cˆ†i cˆ j  + U
X
i
 
nˆi"   12
!  
nˆi#   12
!
. (1)
where J is the hopping amplitude between nearest neighbour-
ing sites of the square lattice, and U is the on-site inter ction
strength. Here we write the interaction term in a particl -hole
symmetric form. Taking J as energy unit, the odel s char-
acterized by one single parameter U, togeth r w th two co -
served quantities N"+N#  Ns (Ns d notes the total umber of
sites) known as doping from half-filling and N"   N# known
as spin imbalance.
The MIT experiment starts with a real space spin-density
wave state [1]. Let us write an ideal version of such state as
| iSDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"
Y
j2B
cˆ†j#|0i. (2)
Here there is no constraint on the choice of region A and B.
Each of them does not have to be single-connected a d they do
not have to have equal size. For instance, if one considers an
(⇡, ⇡) anti-ferromagnetic state on a square lattice, A denotes
one sublattice and B denotes the other sublattic s. For MIT
experiment, A denot s a group of d mains where spi s are
polarized up and B denotes the rest regions where spins are
polarized down. Then this sta e will evolve under the Fermi
Hubbard Hamiltonian and then at certain time t, one measures
the local spin density along zˆ-direction as
S i(t) = SDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi"   nˆi#)e iHˆt | iSDW. (3)
The Pri ce on experimen starts wit a real space arg -
de sity w ve state [2]. Similarly, we ca rite simple ver-
sion of su h state that regionA is double occupied and region
B is empty, that is,
| iCDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"cˆ
†
i#|0i. (4)
Then this state is also evolved under the Fermi Hubbard
Hamiltonian and one can measure the local total density, r
its deviation from half-filling at certain ti e t, i.e.
ni(t) = CDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆt | iCDW. (5)
Theorem. For the Fermi Hubbard Model, measure nt of
local spin density S i(t) defined by Eq. 15 with parameter U0
and c nserved quantities N" + N#   Ns = x and N"   N# = y
alw ys equals to measurement of charg density ni(t) defin d
by Eq. 16 for t e same parameter U0 and conserv d quantities
N" + N#   Ns = y a d N"   N# = x.
That is to say, we state that the charge and spin dynam-
ics are equivalent for the Fermi Hubbard odel with ame
hopping and interaction, with the doping and the spin i bal-
ance exchangi g th ir parameters. For instance, when one
measures the spin dynamics of half-filli g Fermi Hubbard
m del with spi imbalance, it is equivalent to measure c a e
dynamics f the same Fermi Hubbard odel doped aw y from
half-filling with equal spin popul tion. More specifically, for
half-filling without spin population imbalance, the spin an
charge dynamics defined above are always identical.
The proof of this theor m follows from two steps.
Step 1: We consider a well-known particle-hole transfor-
mation Pˆ defined as
cˆi" ! ci", cˆ†" ! c†i" (6)
cˆi# ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i#, cˆ†i" ! ( 1)ix+iy ci", (7)
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The development of quantum gas microsco e is one of the
most significant evel ments in cold atom physics during re-
cent years. It op ns up a new avenue for studying strongly
correlated physic . It is wor emphasizing that the quantum
gas microscope not only allow one to detect the system in
situ with single site resolution, but also allows one to prepare
an eigenstate of r al space density operators, with which one
can study the non-equilibrium dynamics of strongly correlated
system. For instance, recent the MIT group and the Princeton
group have respectively prepared a Fermi Hubbard model ini-
tially in either a spin-density-wav state or a charge-density-
wave state, and them mea ure the subsequent spin and charge
d namics [1, 2]. They extract the spin di↵u i constant and
ch rge di↵usi n constant from these two measur me ts, re-
spectively [1, 2].
This ar icle is o prove that th se two transport measure-
ments r essentially equivalent to ach other. To be specific,
we first write down the F r i Hubbard odel th t two gr ups
simulate wi h ultra ld fermionic atom loaded in quare opti-
cal lattices, that is
Hˆ =   J
X
hi ji, 
cˆ†i cˆ j  + U
X
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. (1)
where J is the hopping ampli ude between eare t neighbour-
ing sites of the squar lattice, a d U s the on-site inter c i
str ngth. Here we write the inter ction t rm in a particle-hole
symmetric fo m. Taking J as energy unit, the model is char-
acterized by one sin le param ter U, together with wo c -
served quantities N"+N#  Ns (Ns den tes the total number of
sites) known as doping from half-filling and N"   N# known
as spin imbalance.
The MIT experiment start with a real space spin-den ty
wave st te [1]. Let us write an ide l version of such state as
| iSDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"
Y
j2B
cˆ†j#|0i. (2)
Here there is no constraint on the choice of region A and B.
Each of them does not have to be single-connected and they do
not have t have equal size. F r instance, if one consi ers
(⇡, ⇡) anti-ferromagn tic state on a square lattice, A denotes
on sublattice and B denotes the other sublattices. For MIT
xperiment, A o es group of domains where spins are
polarized up and B denotes the rest regions where spins are
polar zed do n. Then this state will evolve under the Fermi
Hubbard H iltonian and then at certain time t, one measures
the local spin density along zˆ-direction as
S i(t) = SDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi"   nˆi#)e iHˆt | iSDW. (3)
T Princeto exper ment starts with a real space charge-
density wave state [2]. Similarly, we can write a simple ver-
sion of s ch state that regionA is double occupied and region
B is empty, t at is,
| iCDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i" ˆ
†
i#|0i. (4)
Then this state is also evolved nde the Fermi Hubbard
Hamiltonian and one can measure he local total density, or
its d viati n from h lf-filling at certain time t, i.e.
ni(t) = CDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆt | iCDW. (5)
Theorem. For the F r i Hubbard Model, measurement of
local spin density S (t) defined by Eq. 15 with parameter U0
and conserved quantities N" + N#   Ns = x and N"   N# = y
lways quals to m asureme t of charge d nsity ni(t) defined
by Eq. 16 for the same par meter U0 and conserved quantities
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
That is o say, we st e th t the charge and spin dynam-
ics are quivalent for the Ferm Hubbard mod l with same
h pping and interactio , w th the doping and the spin imbal-
ance exchanging th r p rameters. For instance, when one
measures the spin ynamics of a half-filli g Fermi Hubbard
mod l with spin imb lanc , it is equivale t measure charge
dy cs of the same Fermi Hubbard model doped away from
half-filling wi h equal spin p ul tion. More specifically, for
half-filling without spi population imbalance, t e spi and
charge dyna ics d fine abo e are always identical.
Th pr of of this theorem follows from two steps.
Step 1: We consider a well-known particle-hole transfor-
mation Pˆ defined as
cˆi" ! ci", cˆ†i" ! c†i" (6)
cˆi# ! ( 1) x+iy c†i#, cˆ†i" ! ( 1)ix+iy ci", (7)
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The development of quantum gas microscope is one of the
most significant dev lopments n cold atom physics during -
cent y a . It opens up a new ave ue for studying rongly
correlated physics. It is worth emph sizing that the quantum
gas microscope not only llows one to detect the system in
situ with single si e resolution, but also allows one to prepare
an eigenstate of real space density operators, with which one
can stu y the n n-equilibrium dynamics of strongly correlated
sy em. For instance, rece t the MIT group and the Princeton
group hav respec ively prepared a F rmi Hubbard odel ini-
tially in either a spin-density-wave state or a charge-density-
wave state, nd them measure the subsequent spin and charge
dy amics [1, 2]. Th y extract the spin di↵ sion c nst nt and
charge di↵u ion constant from these two measurements, re-
spectively [1, 2].
This article is to prove that these two transport measure-
ments are essentially equivalent to each other. To be specific,
we first write down the Fermi Hubbard model that two groups
simulate with ultracold fermi ic a om oad d in square opti-
c latt c s, th
Hˆ =   J
X
hi ji, 
cˆ†i cˆ j  + U
X
i
 
nˆi"   12
!  
nˆi#   12
!
. (1)
wher J is the hopping mplitud between ne st n ighbour-
i g sites of the sq are lattice, and U is t e -site nterac ion
strength. Her we write the in eraction term n a part cle- ole
symm tric form. Taking J as energy u it, the model is char-
acterized by one si gle param ter U, together with two con-
s rv d quan ities N"+N#  Ns (Ns den tes the total number of
sites) known as d ping from half-filling and N"   N# known
as sp n imbalance.
The MIT exp riment s arts wit a real spac i -density
wave state [1]. Let us write an ideal version of such stat as
| iSDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"
Y
j2B
cˆ†j#|0i. (2)
Here there is no constraint on the choice f region A and B.
Each of them does not have t be single-connected and they do
not have to hav qual size. For i stance, if one considers an
(⇡, ⇡) anti-ferromag etic state on a square lattice, A denotes
one sublattice a d B denotes the other ublattices. For MIT
experiment, A d notes group of domains where spins are
polarized up and B denotes the rest regions where spins are
polarized down. Th n this state will evolve under the Fermi
Hubbar Hamil onian and th n at certain time t, one measures
the local spin dens ty along zˆ-direction a
S i(t) = SDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi"   nˆi#)e iHˆt | iSDW. (3)
The Princeton experiment starts with a real space charge-
d nsity w v tate [2]. Simil rly, we can write a simple ver-
sion of such stat that regionA is double occupied and region
B is e pty, that is,
| iCDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"cˆ
†
i#|0i. (4)
Th t i state is als evolved under the Fermi Hubbar
Hamilt nian and one can mea ure the ocal tot l d nsity, or
its deviation fro half-filling at certain time t, i.e.
ni(t) = CDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi" + ˆ i#   1)e iHˆt | iCDW. (5)
Theorem. F r the Fermi Hubbard M de , measurement of
l cal spin d sity S i(t) defined by Eq. 15 with parameter U0
and cons ved quantities N" + N#   Ns = x and N"   N# = y
always equals to measurement of charge den ity ni(t) defined
by Eq. 16 f r the same paramet r U0 d co ser ed quantities
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
That is to say, we state that the charge and spin dynam-
ics r equivale for the Fer i Hubbard model wit same
hopping and inter ction, with the doping and the spin mbal-
ance exchanging their parameters. For instance, when one
measures the spin dynamics of a half-filling Fermi Hubbard
odel with spin i balance, t i equiv lent to easure charge
yna ics of the s m Fer i Hubb rd model doped away from
half-filling ith equal spin popul tion. More specifically, for
half-filling wi hout spin populat on imbala ce, the pin and
ch rg dyn mic d fined abov are always identical.
The proof of this theor m fo lows from two steps.
Step 1: We consider a w ll-known particle-hole transfor-
mation Pˆ defined as
cˆi" ! ci", cˆ†i" ! c†i" (6)
cˆi# ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i#, cˆ†i" ! ( 1)ix+iy ci", (7)
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The development of quantum gas microsco e is one of the
most significant dev lo ments n cold atom physics during r -
cent year . It op ns up a new avenu for study ng ongly
correlated physic . I is wor emph sizing that the quantum
gas micros ope n t only al w one to detect the system in
situ wit single site resolution, but also allows one to prepare
an eigenstate of r al space density operators, with hich one
can study the non-equilibriu dyna ics of strongly correlated
sy em. For instance, recent the MIT group and the Princeton
group hav respectively prepared a Fermi Hubbard odel ini-
tially in either a spin-density-wav state or a charge-density-
wave st te, and them mea ure the subsequent spin and charge
d ami s [1, 2]. T y extra t the spin di↵usion onstant and
ch rge di↵u on cons ant fr m these two measureme ts, re-
spectively [1, 2].
This ar icl is o prove tha th se two transport m asu e-
ments r ess ntially equivalent to ach other. To be specifi ,
we first write down the Fermi Hubbard model that two groups
imulate with ultrac ld fermionic atom loaded in squar opti-
c l lattices, that is
Hˆ =   J
X
hi ji, 
cˆ†i cˆ j  + U
X
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. (1)
w er J i the hoppi g mpli ud between n arest neighbour-
i g sites of the sq ar lattice, a d U is t n-s te interaction
str gth. Her we write th inter ction t rm in a particle-hole
symmetric fo m. Taking J as en rgy unit, th model is char-
acterized by one single parameter U, toget er with two con-
s rv d qu ities N"+N#  Ns (Ns de otes the total nu ber of
sites) known as doping from half-filling nd N"   N# known
a spin imbalance.
The MIT experiment start with a real space sp n-densit
wave st te [1]. L t us write an ideal version of such state as
| iSDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"
Y
j2B
cˆ†j#|0i. (2)
Here her is no constraint on the choice of r gion A and B.
Each of them doe n t have to be s ngle-connected and they do
t have t hav equal siz . For instance, f on considers an
(⇡, ⇡) a ti-ferromag tic state on a s re a tice, A denotes
on subla tice a d B denotes the other sublattice . For MIT
experim nt, A enotes a group of domains where spins are
polarized up and B denotes the rest regions where spins are
polar zed do n. Then this state will evolve under the Fermi
Hubbar H miltonian and then at certain time t, one measures
the local spin density along zˆ-direction as
S i(t) = SDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi"   nˆi#)e iHˆt | iSDW. (3)
Th Princeton experiment starts with a real space charge-
de sity wave st te [2]. Similarly, we can write a simple ver-
sion of such state that regionA is double occupied and region
B is empty, that is,
| iCDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"cˆ
†
i#|0i. (4)
T en this state is also evolved nde the Fermi Hubbard
Hamiltonian and one ca measure he local total density, or
its devi tion f om half-filling at certain time t, i.e.
ni(t) = CDWh |eiHˆt(ni" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆt | iCDW. (5)
Theor m. For the Fer i H bb rd Mo el, measurement of
local spi d nsity S i(t) defined by Eq. 15 with arameter U0
and conserved quantities N" + N#   Ns = x and N"   N# = y
lw ys equals to m asureme t of charge density ni(t) defined
by Eq. 16 for the sa e parameter U0 and conserved quanti ies
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
That is o say, we st te that the charge and spin dynam-
ics re quivale t for the F rm Hubbard mo el with same
h pping and interactio , with the doping a d the spin imbal-
ance exchanging the r p rameters. For instanc , when one
measures the spin dynamics of a half-filling Fermi Hubbard
model with spin imbalance, it is quival nt to measure charge
dyna cs of the ame Fermi Hubbard mod l doped away from
ha f-filling i h equal spin popul tion. More specifically, for
half-filling ithout spi population imbalance, the spin a d
ch rg dynamics define above are always identical.
The pr of of this theorem follows from two steps.
Step 1: We consider a well-known particle-hole transfor-
m tion Pˆ d fined as
ˆi" ! ci", cˆ†i" ! c†i" (6)
cˆi# ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i#, cˆ†i" !  1)ix+iy ci", (7)
FIG. 1. Schematic of the spin- nsity- ave st te (up er panel) an
the charge-density-wave state (lower panel) as the initial state for
measuri g pin nd charge dynam cs, respectively
experiment, A denotes a group of do ains here spins re
polarized up and B denotes t e rest regions where spi s are
polarized d w . Then this state will vol under the F rmi
Hubbard Ha iltonian an then at cer ai time t, ne easu
the local spin d it along zˆ-direction as
S i(t) = SDWh |e Hˆt(ˆ i"   nˆi#)e iHˆt | iSDW. (3)
The Princeton experi ent starts with a real space charge-
density wave state [2]. Similarly, we can write a simple ver-
sion of suc s a e that regi A is double o cup ed nd r gion
B is empty, that is,
| iCDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"cˆ
†
i#|0i. (4)
This state is schematically shown in the lower panel of Fig.
1. Then this tate is also evolved under the Fermi Hubbard
Hamiltonian and one can measure the local total density, or
its d viation from half-filling at certain time t, i. .
ni(t) = CDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆ #   1)e iHˆ | iCDW. (5)
Theor m. For the Fermi Hubbard Model, measurem nt of
l cal pin de s i(t) efined by Eq. 15 with parameter U0
and con erved quantities N" + N#   Ns = x and N"   N# = y
always equals to m surement of cha ge density ni(t) defined
by Eq. 16 for t e same parameter U0 and conserved quantities
N" + #   s = y and N"   N# = x.
That is to say, we state that the charge and spin dynam-
ics ar equivalent for the Fer i Hubbard odel with same=
2
hopping and interaction, with the doping and the spin imbal-
ance exchanging their parameters. For instance, when one
measures th spin dy amics of a half-filling Fermi Hubbard
model with spin imbalance, it is equivalent to easure charge
dynamics of the same Fermi Hubbard model doped away from
half-filling with equal spin population. More specifically, for
half-filling without spin opulatio imbalance, the spin and
charge ynamics defin d bove are alw ys identical.
The proof of this theorem follows from two steps.
Step 1: We consider a well-k ow particle-hole transfor-
mation Pˆ defined s
cˆi" ! i", cˆ†i" ! c†i" (6)
cˆi# ! ( 1 ix+iy c†i#, cˆ†i" ! ( 1)ix+iy ci", (7)
where i = (ix, iy) labels each site. This tr nsfor ation leaves
spin-up unchanged but mak s a particle-hole transformation
for spin-down particle, accompani d by a sign change on one
sublatti es. This transformation does followi g things: (i) It
leaves the hopping term invariant, and inv rts the sign of inter-
action erm by change U to  U. (ii) Moreover, it int rch nge
doping and spin imbalance as
Ni"   Ni# ! Ni" + Ni#   Ns, (8)
Ni" + Ni#   Ns ! Ni"   Ni#. (9)
(iii) It also changes the spin-density-wave state | iSDW de-
fined in Eq. 2 to the charge-density-wave state d fined in Eq.
4.
Thus, by using (i-iii) particle-hole symmetry Pˆ, the co clu-
sion of St p 1 is that the spi dynamics for starting from spin-
density-wave state with inter c o param ter U0 and con-
served quantities N" +N#  Ns = x and N"  N# = y is equiva-
lent to the charge d a ic star ing fro charge-density-wave
state with interaction parameter  U0 and conserved quantities
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
Step 2. The step 2 follows from another theorem we proved
in Ref. [3] which we termed as “symmetry protected dynami-
cal symmetry”. It states as follows:
Considering the Hamiltonian Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Vˆ , here Vˆ denotes
the interacti n term and Hˆ0 d notes the rest ter s, if w can
find an antiunitary operator Sˆ = RˆWˆ, where Rˆ is the (antiuni-
tary) time-reversal operator and Wˆ is a unitary operator that
satisfies the following conditions:
(i) Sˆ anticommutes with Hˆ0 and commut s with Vˆ , i.e.
{Sˆ, Hˆ0} = 0, [Sˆ, Vˆ] = 0; (10)
(ii) The initial state | 0i only acquires a global phase factor
under Sˆ, i.e.
Sˆ 1 | 0i = ei  | 0i ; (11)
(iii) The measurement operator is a Hermitian operator Oˆ
that is even or odd under symmetry operation by Sˆ, i.e.
Sˆ 1OˆSˆ = ±Oˆ, (12)
then we can conclude
hO(t)i+U = ±hO(t)i U , (13)
where hO(t)i±U denotes the expectation value of Oˆ under th
ave function | (t)i = eiHˆ | 0i with interaction strength ±U
in Hˆ, respectively.
Here we can take Wˆ as a bipartite lattice symmetry defined
as
cˆi  ! ( 1)ix+iy ci , cˆ†i  ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i  (14)
Unl ke Pˆ, t is transformation does not exchange parti les and
h les nd only ad s the extra minus sign o one sublattice to
both two spin compon nts. It is stra ghtforward to ch ck that
with this choice of Wˆ and with the initial state c o en as the
charge-density-wave state, he condition (i)-(iii) re satisfied.
Moreover, th two co served qua titi s N"+N#  Ns a d N"  
N# are oth invariant under Wˆ.
Thus, the conclusion of Step 2 is that the charge dynamics
starting fr m charge-density-wave with interaction parameter
 U0 quals to the charge dynamic from the same charge-
density-wave state with interaction parameter U0, with the
same conserved quantities N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
By combining th conclusion from Step 1 and Step 2, the
theorem is proved. From this prove, we can also see that the
results can be more general in the sense that it does not de-
p nd on the specific choice of nitial state | iSDW and | iCDW
introduced in Eq. 2 and Eq. 4. We can start to measure spin
dynamics from | i1 as
S i(t) = 1h |eiHˆt(nˆi"   nˆi#)e iHˆt | i1. (15)
ad to measure the charge dynamics from | i2 as
ni( ) = 2h |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆt | i2. (16)
The theorem will still be hold as long as | i1 and | i2 satisfy
following two condi ions:
(i) | i1 and | i2 are related by the particle-hole symmetry
Pˆ.
(ii) | i2 is invariant under Sˆ = RˆWˆ up to a phase, with
ˆ being tim -reversal symm t y and Wˆ being the bipart te
lattice symmetry.
So far, as reported in Ref. [1] and Ref. [2], MIT group
only reported spin transport coe cient measured for half-
filled Hubbard mod l with zero spi population imbalance,
and the Princeton group only reported data doped away from
half-filling. Thus these two set of data can not be directly com-
pared. But it will be straightforward to extend their measure-
ment to regions with both finite doping and finite spin popu-
lation imbalance. Then they can compare measurements and
our theorem can be confirmed experimentally. This newly es-
tablished relation between spin and charge dynamics may also
shed light on experiments on cuprates.
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hopping and interac ion, with he d ping nd the spin imbal-
a ce exchanging their par meters. For in ta c , hen one
measures the spin dynamics of a half-filling Fermi Hubbard
model wi h spin imbalance, it i equivalent to measure charge
dynamics of the am Fer i Hubbard model dop d aw y from
half-filling with equal spin populatio . More specifically, for
half-filling without spin population imbalance, t e spin and
charge dynamics defined above are always identical.
The proof of this theorem follows from two st ps.
Step 1: We consider a well-known particle-hole transfor-
mation Pˆ defined as
cˆi" ! ci", cˆ†i" ! c†i" (6)
cˆi# ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i#, cˆ†i" ! ( 1)ix+iy ci", (7)
wh re i = (ix, iy) labels eac site. This transformation leaves
spin- p unchanged but make a partic e-hole transf rmation
for spin-down particle, accompanied by a s g change on one
sublattices. T is transform tion does following things: (i) It
leaves the hopping term invariant, and inver s the sig of inter-
action term by cha ge U to  U. (i ) Moreover, it interch ng
doping and spin imbalance as
Ni"   Ni# ! i" + Ni# s, (8)
Ni" + Ni#   Ns ! Ni"   Ni#. (9)
(iii) It also changes the spin-density-wave state | iSDW de-
fined in Eq. 2 to the charge-de sity-wave stat fi ed in Eq.
4.
Thus, by usi g (i-iii) p rticle-hole symmetry Pˆ, the conclu-
sion of Step 1 is that the spi dynamics for starting from spin-
density-wave state with inte c o param ter U0 and con-
served qua tities N" +N#  Ns = x nd N"  N# = y is equiva-
lent to t e charge dynamic star ing from charge-density-wave
state with interaction parameter  U0 and c nserved quantities
N" + N#   Ns = y nd N"   N# = x.
Step 2. The step 2 follows from another theorem we proved
in Ref. [3] which we termed as “symmetry protected dynami-
cal symmetry”. It states as follows:
Considering the Hamiltonian Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Vˆ , here Vˆ denotes
the interactio erm nd Hˆ0 denot s the rest terms, if w can
find an antiunitary operator Sˆ = RˆWˆ, where Rˆ is the (antiuni-
tary) time-reversal operator and Wˆ is a unitary operator that
satisfies the following conditions:
(i) Sˆ anticom utes with Hˆ0 nd commutes with Vˆ , i.e.
{Sˆ, Hˆ0} = 0, [Sˆ, Vˆ] = 0; (10)
(ii) The initial state | 0i only acquires a global phase factor
under Sˆ, i.e.
Sˆ 1 | 0i = ei  | 0i ; (11)
(iii) The measurement operator is a Hermitian operator Oˆ
that is even or odd under symmetry operation by Sˆ, i.e.
Sˆ 1OˆSˆ = ±Oˆ, (12)
then w ca con lude
hO(t)i+U = ±hO(t)i U , (13)
where hO(t)i±U denotes the expectation value of Oˆ under the
w ve function | (t)i = eiHˆt | 0i with interaction strength ±U
in Hˆ, respectively.
Here e can take Wˆ as a bipartite lattice symmetry defined
as
cˆi  ! ( 1)ix+iy ci , ˆ†i  ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i  (14)
Unl ke Pˆ, t is transformation does not exchange parti les and
holes and only adds the extra minus sign o one sublattice to
both two spin components. It is stra ghtforward to check that
with this choice of Wˆ and with the initial state c o en as the
charge-d nsity-wave state, t co dition (i)-(iii) re satisfied.
Moreover, the two conserved quantiti s N"+N#  Ns a d N"  
N# are both invariant under ˆ .
Thus, the conclusion of Step 2 is that the charge dynamics
starting from charge-density-wave with interaction parameter
 U0 equals to the charge dynamics from the same charge-
density-wav state w h i teraction parameter U0, with the
same conserved quantities N" + N# Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
By combini g the conclusion from Step 1 and Step 2, the
theorem is proved. From this prove, we can also see that the
results can be more general in the sense that it does not de-
pend on the specific choice of initial state | iSDW and | iCDW
introduced in Eq. 2 and Eq. 4. We can start to measure spin
dynamics from | i1 as
S i(t) = 1h |eiHˆt(nˆi"   nˆ #)e iHˆt | i1. (15)
ad to measure the ch rge dynamics from | i2 as
ni( ) = 2h |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆt | i2. (16)
The theorem will still be hold as long s | i1 and | i2 satisfy
following two conditi ns:
(i) | i1 and | i2 are related by the particl -hole symmetry
Pˆ.
(ii) | i2 is invariant under Sˆ = RˆWˆ up to a phase, with
Rˆ being time-r versal symmetry and Wˆ being the bipart te
lattice symmetry.
So far, as reported i Ref. [1] and Ref. [2], MIT group
only reported spin transport coe cient measured for half-
filled Hubbard model with zero spin population imbalance,
and the Princeton group only reported data doped away from
half-filling. Thus these two set of data can not be directly com-
pared. But it will be straightforward to extend their measure-
ment to regions with both finite doping and finite spin popu-
lation imbalance. Then they can compare measurements and
our theorem can be confirmed experimentally. This newly es-
tablished relation between spin and charge dynamics may also
shed light on experiments on cuprates.
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U ilizing the Fermi gas mi roscop , cently th MIT group has measur d the spin transport of the Fermi
Hubbard model starting from a spin-density-wave state, and the Princeton group measured the c rge tr ns-
port of the Fermi Hubbard model starting rom a charge-density- ave st te. This paper is to prove that these
two transport measurements are in fact equi ale t t each oth r. The pro mak s us of th pa ticle-hole sym-
metry of the Fermi Hubbard model and a recently discovered symmetry protected dynamical symmetry. We
also prese t the general condition for the equivalence of spi nd charge transport i the Fermi Hub ard odel.
The development of quantum gas microscope is one of the
most significant developments in cold atom physics during re-
c nt y ars. It open up a new venu fo studying stro gly
co rela ed physics. It is worth emp sizing that the qu ntum
gas microscope not only allows one to detect the system in
situ with single site resolution, but also allows one to prepare
an eigenstate of real space density operators, with which one
can study the non-equilibrium dy amics of strongly correlated
syst m. For instance, recent the MIT group and the Princet n
group have respectively prepared a Fermi Hubbard model ini-
tially in either a spin- ensity-wave state or a charge-de sity-
wave state, and them measure the subsequent pi and charge
dynamics [1, 2]. They extract the spin di↵usion constant nd
charge di↵usion constant from these two measurements, re-
spectively [1, 2].
This article is to prove that t se two tr nsport measure-
me ts are essentially equivalent to ch other. To be sp cific,
we first write d wn the Fermi Hubbard model th t two ro ps
simulate with u tracold fermionic atom loaded in square opti-
cal lattices, that is
Hˆ =   J
X
hi ji, 
cˆ†i cˆ j  + U
X
i
 
nˆi"   12
!  
nˆi#   12
!
. (1)
where J is the hopping amplitude betw en nearest neighbour-
ing sites of the square lattice, and U is the on-site interaction
strength. Here we write the interaction term in a particle-hole
sym etric form. Taking J as energy unit, the model is char-
acterized by o e ngl pa ame er U, together with two con-
serv d quantiti s N"+N#  Ns (Ns de otes he to al number f
sites) known as doping from half-filling and N"   N# known
as spin imbalance.
The MIT experiment starts with a real space spin-density
wave state [1]. Let us write an ideal version of such state as
| iSDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"
Y
j2B
cˆ†j#|0i. (2)
This state is schematically shown in the upper panel of Fig. 1.
Here there is no constraint on the choice of region A and B.
Each of them does not have to be single-connected and they do
not hav to have equal size. For instance, if one considers n
(⇡, ⇡) anti-ferromagnetic state on a square lattice, A denotes
one sublattice and B denotes the other sublattices. For MIT
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Utilizing the Fermi gas microscope, recently the MIT group has measured the spin transp rt of the Fermi
Hubbard model starting from a spin-density-wave stat , and the Pri ceton group has measured the charg trans-
port of the Fermi Hubbard model starting from a charge-density-wave state. This paper is to prove that t es
two transport measurements are in fact equivalent to each other. The proof makes use of the p rticle- l sym-
metry of the Fermi Hubba d model and a recently discovere symmetry rotect d dynamical ymmetry. We
also present the general condition for the equivalence of spin and c arge transport in the Fermi Hubbard model.
The development of quantum gas microsc pe is one of the
most significant develop ents in cold ato p ysics during re-
cent years. It opens up a new avenue for studying strongly
correlated physics. It is worth emphasizing that the quantum
gas microscope not only allows one to detect the system in
situ with single site res lutio , but also allows one to prep re
an eigenstate of real space nsity op rators, with which one
can study the non-equilibrium dynamics of strongly correlated
system. For instance, recent the MIT group and the Princeton
group have respectively prepared a Fermi Hubbard model ini-
tially in either a spin-density- ave state or a charge-density-
wave state, and them measur the subsequent spin and charge
dynamics [1, 2]. They extr ct the spi di↵us on consta t and
charge di↵usion constant from these two me sur m nts, re-
spectively [1, 2].
This article is to prove that t ese t o transport measure-
ments are essentially equivalent to each other. To be specific,
we first write down the Fermi Hubbard model that two groups
simulate with ultracold fermionic atom loaded in square opti-
cal lattices, that is
Hˆ =   J
X
hi ji, 
cˆ†i cˆ j  + U
X
i
 
nˆi"   12
!  
ˆ i#   12
!
. (1)
where J is the hopping amplitude between nearest eighbour-
ing sites of the square lattice, and U is the on-site inter ction
strength. Here we write the interaction term in a p rticle-hole
symmetric form. Taking J as energy unit, the odel is char-
acterized by one single parameter U, togeth r w th two con-
served quantities N"+N#  Ns (Ns d notes the total umber of
sites) known as doping from half-filling and N"   N# known
as spin imbalance.
The MIT experiment starts with a real space spin-density
wave state [1]. Let us write an ideal version of such state as
| iSDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"
Y
j2B
cˆ†j#|0i. (2)
Here there is no constraint on the choice of region A nd B.
Each of them does not hav to be single-connected and they do
not have to have equal size. For instance, if one considers an
(⇡, ⇡) anti-ferromagnetic state on a square lattice, A denotes
one sublattice and B denotes the other sublattices. For MIT
experiment, A denotes a group of domains where spins are
p larized up a d B d notes the rest reg ons w ere spins are
polarized down. Then this sta e will evolve under the Fermi
Hubb rd Hamiltonian and then t certain time t, one measures
the local spin density along zˆ-directi as
S i(t) = SDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi"   nˆi#)e iHˆt | iSDW. (3)
The Princeton experiment st rts with real spac charge-
density wave state [2]. Simil rly, we can w te a simple ver
sion f such sta e that regionA is doubl occupied and r gion
B is empty, that is,
| CDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"cˆ
†
i#|0i. (4)
Then this state is also evolved under the Fermi Hu bard
Ham ltonian a d on c n measure the local total density, r
its deviation from half-filli g at certain ti e t, i.e.
ni(t) = CDWh |eiHˆt(ˆ i" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆt | iCDW. (5)
Th orem. For the Fe mi Hubb rd Model, measurement of
loc l spin den ity S i(t) defi ed by Eq. 15 with param ter U0
and cons ved quantities N" + N#   Ns = x an N"   N# = y
lways qual to me urem t of charge d n ity ni(t) defin d
by Eq. 16 for the same par meter U0 and conserved quantities
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = .
That is to say, we state that the charge and spin dynam-
ics are equivalent for the Fermi Hubbard model with same
hopping and interaction, with the doping and the spin imb l-
ance exchanging their param ters. For instance, whe on
me sures s in dy amics of a half-filli g F r i Hubbard
model wit spin mbalance, t is quivalent to m asure char e
dynamics of h same Fermi Hubbard mod l doped away from
half-filling with equal spin population. More specifically, for
half-filling without spin population imbalance, the spin an
charge dynamics defined above ar always identical.
The proof of this theorem f llows from two steps.
Step 1: We consider a well-known particle-hole transfor-
ation Pˆ defined as
cˆi" ! ci", cˆ†i" ! c†i" (6)
cˆi# ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i#, cˆ†i" ! ( 1)ix+iy ci", (7)
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Util zing the Fermi gas microscope, recently the MIT gr up has measured the spin transport of the F rmi
Hubbard model starting from spi -density-wave st te, and the Princ ton group has easured the charge trans-
po t of th Fermi Hubbard mod l starting from a charge-density-wave state. T is p per is to prove that these
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The development of quantum gas microsco e is one of the
most significant evel ments in cold ato physics during re-
cent years. It op ns up a new avenue for studying strongly
correlated physic . It is wor emphasizing that the qua tum
gas microscope not only allow one to detect the system in
situ with single site resolution, but also allows one to prepar
an eigenstate of r al spa e de si y op r ors, with w ich on
can study the non-equilibrium dyn mics of strongly cor lated
system. For instance, rece t the MIT group and the Princeton
group have respectively prepared a Fermi Hubbard model ini-
tially in either a spin-density-wav state or a charge-density-
wave state, and them mea ure the subsequent spin and charge
d namics [1, 2]. They extract the spin di↵u i constant an
c rge di↵ si n constant from thes tw mea ur me t , re-
spectively [1, 2].
This ar icle is o prove that t se two transport measure-
ment r essentially equivalent to ach other. To b specific,
we first write do n the Fermi Hubbard odel th t two groups
si ulate with ultrac ld fermionic atom loaded in square opti-
cal lattices, that is
Hˆ =   J
X
hi ji, 
cˆ†i cˆ j  + U
X
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!
. (1)
where J is the hopping ampli ude between nearest neighbour-
ing sites of the squar l ttice, a d U is the on-site interaction
str ngth. Here we write the interaction t rm in par le-hole
symmetric fo m. Taking J as energy unit, the model is char-
acterized by one sin le param ter U, together with wo c -
served quantities N"+N#  Ns (Ns den tes the total number of
sites) known as doping from half-filling and N"   N# known
as spin imbalance.
The MIT experiment start with a real space spin-density
wave st te [1]. Let us write n ide l rsion of such state as
| iSDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"
Y
j2B
cˆ†j#|0i. (2)
Here there is no con traint on the choice of region A an B.
Each of them doe not have to be ingl -connected and th y d
not have t have equal size. F r insta ce, if o considers a
(⇡, ⇡) anti-ferromagn tic state on a square lattice, A denotes
on sublattice and B enotes the other sublattices. For MIT
experiment, A enotes a group f domains where spins are
polarized u and B denotes the rest reg ons where spins are
p lar zed do . Th n this st t will volve under the Fermi
Hubbard iltonian a d then at c rt in time t, one measures
the local spin density along zˆ-direction as
S i(t) = SDWh | iHˆt(ˆ i"   nˆi#)  iHˆt | iSDW. (3)
Th Pri ceton experi ent st rts with real spac charge
densit wave state [2]. Similarly, we can write a simpl ver-
sion of uch state that r gionA is double occ pie an region
B is empty, that is,
| iCDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"cˆ
†
i#|0i. (4)
Then this state is also evolved nde the Fermi Hubb d
Hamilto ian and one ca m asure e local total density, o
its devi tio from half-filling at certain time t, i.e.
ni(t) = CDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆt | iCDW. (5)
Theorem. For the Fer i Hubbard Model, measurement of
local spin densi y S i(t) d fined by Eq. 15 with parameter U0
and cons v d q tities N" + N#   s = x an N"   N# = y
lways qual to m surem t of charge d n ity i(t) d fined
by Eq. 16 for the s e par eter U0 d con e ved qua tities
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
That is o say, we st te that the charge and spi dynam-
ics are quivalent for the Ferm Hubb rd model with same
h pping and i ter ctio , with the d ping and the spin imbal-
anc exc anging the r p r met rs. For i s ance, when one
m asures the spin dyn mics of half-filling Fermi Hubbard
model with spin imbalance, it is equivale t t m asure charge
yna cs of the same Ferm Hubbard model doped away fro
half-filling wi h equal spin popul tion. More specifically, for
half-filling without spi population imbalance, the spin and
charge dynamic define above are alw ys i entical.
The proof of this theorem follow from two steps.
Step 1: We consider a well-known particle-hole transfor-
mation Pˆ defined as
cˆi" ! ci", cˆ†i" ! c†i" (6)
cˆi# ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i#, cˆ†i" ! ( 1)ix+iy ci", (7)
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Hubbard model starting from a spin-density-wav stat , and the Princeto gr up has measured the charge trans-
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The development of qu ntum gas micro cope is one of the
most significant dev lopments n cold atom physics during -
cent y a . It opens up a new ave ue for st ing rongly
correlated physics. It is worth emph sizing that the quantum
gas microscope not only llows one to det ct the system in
situ with single si e resolution, but also allows one to prepare
an eigenstate f real spa e density erator , with w ich on
can stu y th n n- quil bri m dynamic f stron ly or elat d
sy em. For instanc , r ce t the MIT group a d the rin ton
group hav respec ivel prepared a F rmi Hubbard odel ini-
tially in either a spin-density-wave state or a charge-density-
wave state, nd them measure the subsequent spin and charge
dy amics [1, 2]. Th y extract the spin di↵usion constant and
charge di↵u ion constant from these t o measurements, re-
spectively [1, 2].
Thi rticle is to prove that t ese t o transport eas re-
ments are essentially quivalent to each ther. To be sp cific,
we first writ down the Fermi Hubbard m del hat two gr ups
simulate with ultracold fermionic a m loaded in square opti-
c l latt es, th is
Hˆ =   J
X
hi ji, 
cˆ†i cˆ j  + U
X
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where J is the hopping amplit de b tw en nearest eighb ur-
i g sites of the sq are lattice, and U is he on-site interaction
strength. Her we write t e interaction term in a particle-hol
symm tric f rm. Taking J as energy un t, t e model is char-
acterized by one si gle parameter U, together with two con-
s rv d quan ities N"+N#  Ns (Ns den tes the total number of
sites) known as d ping from half-filling and N"   N# known
as spin imbalance.
The MIT experiment starts with a real space spin-density
wave state [1]. Let us write an ideal version of such state as
| SDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"
Y
j2B
cˆ†j#|0i. (2)
H re there is no constraint on th choice of re ion A and B.
Each f t em do s not ave t be single-connected and they do
o hav t hav equ size. F r stance, if one co siders an
(⇡, ⇡) anti-ferroma etic state on a square lattice, A denotes
one sublattice a d B denotes the other ublattic s. For MIT
experim nt, A d notes group of do ains here spins are
polarized up and B denotes the rest r gio s where spins a e
polarized down. Th this state will evolve under the Fermi
Hubbar Ha il onia and th n at certai time t, ne measures
th local pin dens ty along zˆ-direction a
S i(t) = SDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi"   nˆi#)e iHˆt | iSDW. (3)
The Princ ton experiment st rts with r al spac ch ge-
d sity w ve tate [2]. Simil rly, e can wr te a simple ver
sion of su h stat that regionA is double occupied and region
B is empty, that is,
| CDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"cˆ
†
i#|0i. (4)
Then this state is als evolved under the Fermi Hubbard
Hamilt nian and one can mea ure the ocal tot l d sity, or
its dev ation fro half filling at cer ai ti e t, i.e.
ni(t) = CDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆi#   1)  iHˆt | iCDW. (5)
Theor m. For the Fermi Hubba d M d , m asurement of
local spin d nsity S i(t) defined by Eq. 15 with para eter U0
and cons d quan ities N" + N#   Ns = x and N"   N# = y
always qu ls to mea urem nt of charge den ity ni(t) d fined
by Eq. 16 f r the am par met U0 a d co ser e qua tities
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
That is to s y, we stat th t th charge and spin dynam-
ics r equivale t for the Fermi Hubbard mod l with same
hoppi g and interaction, with th doping and the spin imbal-
ance exch gi g the r par eters. For in tanc , when one
measure he spin dy amics of a half-filling Fermi Hubbard
mod l with spin imbala ce, it is equiv lent to measure charge
yna ics of the sam Fer i Hubbard mod l doped away from
half-filling ith equal spin p pul ti n. Mo e specifically, for
half-filling wi hout spin populat o imbal ce, the spin and
ch rg dyn mic d fined abov are always identical.
The proof of this theor m fo low from two steps.
Step 1: We c ns der a w ll-known part c e- ole t sf r-
mation Pˆ defined as
cˆi" ! i", cˆ†i" ! c†i" (6)
cˆi# ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i#, cˆ†i" ! ( 1)ix+iy ci", (7)
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Util zing the F rmi gas mi roscope, r cently the MIT group has measured the spin transport of the Fermi
Hubbard mod l tarting from a spi -de sity-wave state, a d the Princ ton gro p has measured the charge trans-
po t of th Fermi Hubbard mod l st ting from a charge-density wave state. T is pap r is to prove that these
two tr nsport me s rem s re in f ct equivalent to each other. The proof makes u e of the particle-hole sym-
try of th F rmi Hubba d od l an a c ntl discov re symmetry protected dynamical symmetry. We
als prese t the gene al conditi n fo the equival ce of spin and c arge transport in the Fermi Hubbard model.
The d velopm nt of quantum gas microsco e is one f the
most significant dev lo ments n cold atom phy ics during r -
cent year . It op ns up a new avenu for tudy ng ongly
correlate physic . I is wor e phasizing that the quantum
gas micros ope n t only al w one to detect th system in
situ wit single site res lution, but also allows one to prepare
an ei e state f r l spac densi y perator , wit which one
can st d th non- quilibriu dy amics of strong y c r el ted
sy m. For insta ce, recent the MIT group and he Princeto
group hav res ectively prepared a Fermi Hubbard odel ini-
tially in either a spin-density-wav state or a charge-density-
wave st te, and them mea ure the subsequent spin and charge
d ami s [1, 2]. Th y extra t the spin di↵usion constant and
ch rge di↵u ion constant from these two me surements, re-
spe tively [1, 2].
This ar icl is o rove tha t se two trans rt me sure-
ment r e s tially quivalent ach other. To b specific,
we first write do n the Fermi Hubbard odel th t two groups
i ulate with ultrac ld fermionic at m loaded in squar opti-
c l lattic s, that is
Hˆ =   J
X
hi ji, 
cˆ†i cˆ j  + U
X
i
 
ˆ i"   12
!  
nˆi#   12
!
. (1)
where J is the hoppi g amp i de between ne rest neighb ur-
i g sites of the sq ar lattice, a d U is the on-si e inter ction
str gth. Her we write the interaction t rm in a particle-hol
symme r c fo m. Taking J s e ergy unit, the model is char-
acterized by one single p amet r U, tog ther wi h tw con-
s rv d qua ities N"+N#  Ns (Ns denotes the total number of
sites) known as doping from half-filling an N"   N#
as spin imbalance.
The MIT experiment start with a real spac spin-density
wave st te [1]. L t us writ a i al version of uch state as
| SDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"
Y
j2B
cˆ†j#|0i. (2)
Here her is no constraint on the h ice of region A and B.
E ch of them does n hav t be single-c nnecte a d they do
not have t hav qual size. Fo instance, if one considers an
(⇡, ⇡) anti-ferromagn tic state on a square lattice, A denotes
on subla tice a d B denotes the other sublattices. For MIT
experim nt, A enotes a group of domains where spins are
polariz d up nd B denot s the rest r gions where spins are
polar zed do n. Then this state will evolve under the Fermi
Hubbar H miltonian an then at certain time t, one measur s
the local spin ensity along zˆ-direction as
S i(t) = SDWh |eiHˆt(nˆ "   nˆi#)e iHˆt | iSDW. (3)
Th Princeton xperi e t st r s w th real spac ch rge-
de sity wave st te [2]. Similarly, we can write a simple ver-
sion of su h state that regionA is double occupied and region
B is empty, that is,
| iCDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"cˆ
†
i#|0i. (4)
Then this state is also volved nd the Fermi Hubbard
Hamiltonian and one ca measure he local total density, or
its vi ion f om half-filling at certain t me t, i. .
ni(t) = CDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆt | iCDW. (5)
Theor m. For the Fer i H bb rd Model, measur ment of
local spin d nsi y S i(t) defi ed by Eq. 15 with para eter U0
an cons r ed qu ntiti s N" + N#   N = x and N"   N# = y
lw ys qua s to asur me t of charge d nsity ni(t) defin d
by Eq. 16 for the sa e parameter U0 and conserved quanti ies
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
That is o say, we st te that the charge and spin dynam-
ics re quivale t for the Fer Hubb rd odel with same
h pping and int ractio , with the oping a the spin imb l-
ance excha ging the r p amet rs. F r instanc , when one
m asures the spi dynamics of a half-filling Fermi Hubbard
model with spin imbalance, it is quival nt to measure charge
dyna cs of the ame Fermi Hubba d mo el dop d away fr m
ha f-fill ng i h e ual spin popul tion. More specifically, for
half-filling ithout spi opulation imbalanc , the spin and
ch rg dynamics defin abov re lways identical.
The pr of of this th ore follows fro two steps.
Step 1: We consider ll-known par icl -hol transfor-
mation Pˆ defined as
cˆi" ! ci", ˆ†i" ! c†i" (6)
cˆi# ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i#, cˆ†i" !  1)ix+i ci", (7)
FIG. 1. Schematic of the spin-density-wave state (up er panel) an
the charge-den ity-w ve state (lower pan l) s the initial stat fo
measuri g pin nd char e dynamic , respectively
experiment, A denotes a group of domains where pins re
polarized up and B denotes the rest regions where spins are
polar zed dow . T n thi state will evolv under the F rmi
Hubb rd Ha iltonian an t en at certain me t, ne easu e
the local pin d i long zˆ-direction s
S i(t) = SDWh |eiHˆt(ˆ i"   nˆi#)e iHˆt | iSDW. (3)
The Princeton experiment starts with a real space charge-
density wave state [2]. Similarly, we can write a simple ver-
sion of suc s a e that r gio A is double o cup d nd r gio
B is empty, that is,
| CDW =
Y
i2A
cˆ†i"cˆ
†
i#|0i. (4)
This state i schematic lly sho n i the low r panel of Fig.
1. Then this state is als evolved u d t Fermi Hubbard
Hamilt nian d one can measure the lo al tot l density, or
its deviation from half-filling at certain time t, i.e.
ni(t) = CDWh |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆ | iCDW. (5)
Th or m. For the Fermi Hubbard Model, measurement of
local spin density S i(t) defined by Eq. 15 with parameter U0
and conserved quantities N" + N#   Ns = x nd N"   N# = y
always quals to e surement of charge de sity ni(t) defined
by Eq. 16 for the same parameter U0 and con erved quantities
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
That is to say, we state that the charge and spin dynam-
ics are equivalent for he Fermi Hubbard model w th same
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hopping an inter ction, with the doping nd the spin imbal-
ance xchang ng their paramet rs. For instance, whe one
measures the spin dynamics of a half-fi ling Fermi Hubbard
model with spin imbalance, it is equivalent o measure charge
dynamics of the same Fermi Hubbard m del doped away from
half-filling wit equ l pin population. More specifically, for
half-fill ng ithout spin p pulation imbalanc , the spi and
charge ynami s defined above are alw ys identic l.
The proof of his theore follows from two s eps.
Step 1: W co sid r a well-know p rti le-hole transfor-
m tion Pˆ define as
cˆi" ! ci", cˆ†i" ! c†i" (6)
cˆi# ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i#, cˆ†i" ! ( 1)ix+iy ci", (7)
w ere i = (ix, iy) labels each ite. This ansforma ion leaves
spin-up unchanged but mak a particle-hole transformation
for spin-down article, acco a ied by a sig change on one
subl tti s. This tran formatio oe f ll wing hings: (i) It
le ves the hopping term invaria t, and i v rts the sign of in er-
action t rm by change U to  U. (ii) Moreover, it interch nges
doping a d spin imbalanc as
N " Ni# ! Ni" + Ni#   Ns, (8)
Ni" + Ni#   Ns ! Ni"   Ni#. (9)
(iii) It lso n s the spin-dens ty-wave st te | iSDW de-
fin d in Eq. 2 o the cha g -dens ty-wave state defi in Eq.
4.
Thus, by using (i-iii) particle-hole symmetry Pˆ, the conclu-
sion of Step 1 is that the sp n dynamics for starting fro spin-
dens ty-wave state with interaction parameter U0 a con-
served quantities N" +N#  Ns = x and N"  N# = y is equiva-
len to the charge dy amics starting fr ch rge-densi y-w ve
state with interaction param ter  U0 and nserved quantities
N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
Step 2. The step 2 follo s from another th or m we p oved
in Ref. [3] which we ter d as “symmetry p otected dynami-
cal symm try”. It stat s as follows:
Consi ering the Hamiltonian Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Vˆ , here Vˆ denotes
the interaction term and Hˆ0 den tes the rest terms, if we can
find an antiunitary operator Sˆ = RˆWˆ, her Rˆ is the ( n iu i-
tary) t me-revers operator nd Wˆ is a unitary operator that
satisfies the following conditions:
(i) Sˆ anticommutes with Hˆ0 and commutes with Vˆ , i.e.
{Sˆ, Hˆ0} = 0, [Sˆ, Vˆ] = 0; (10)
(ii) The initial tat | 0i only acquires a gl bal phase factor
under Sˆ, .e.
Sˆ 1 | 0i = ei  | 0i ; (11)
(iii) The measurement operator is a Hermitian operator Oˆ
that is even or odd under symmetry operation by Sˆ, i.e.
Sˆ 1OˆSˆ = ±Oˆ, (12)
then we can conclude
hO(t)i+U = ±hO(t)i U , (13)
where hO(t)i±U denotes he expec ation value f Oˆ under the
wave function | (t)i = iHˆt | 0i interac n str ngth ±U
in Hˆ, respectively.
Here we can take Wˆ as a bipartite lattice symmetry defined
as
cˆi  ! ( 1)ix+iy ci , cˆ†i  ! ( 1)ix+iy c†i  (14)
Unlike Pˆ, this tra sformatio does ot exchange particl s a
hole and nly adds the extra minus sign on one sublattice o
b th t o spin co one ts. It is straig tforw rd to check that
with thi choic of Wˆ and with the initial state ch se as the
charg -de sity-wave stat , th co diti n (i)-(iii) are s tisfi d.
Moreo r, th tw conserved quantities N"+N#  Ns and N"  
N# a both invarian under Wˆ.
Thus, the conclusi of Step 2 is th t the charge dyn mics
st rting f om charge-density-wave with inter ction parameter
 U0 equal to the charge dynamics from the same charge-
density-wave state with nt raction parameter U0, with the
same conserved quantities N" + N#   Ns = y and N"   N# = x.
By combining the conclusio from St p 1 and Step 2, the
theorem is proved. From this prove, we can also see that the
results can be more gener l in the sense that it do s not de-
pend on th specifi choice of initial state | iSDW and | iCDW
introduced in Eq. 2 and Eq. 4. We can sta t to measure spin
dy ami s from | i1 as
S i(t) = 1h |eiHˆt(nˆi"   nˆi#)e iHˆt | i1. (15)
ad to measure the ch rge dynamics from | i2 as
ni(t) = 2h |eiHˆt(nˆi" + nˆi#   1)e iHˆt | i2. (16)
The theorem will still be hold as long as | i1 and | i2 satisfy
following two conditions:
(i) | i1 and | i2 a e related by the particle-hole symmetry
Pˆ.
(ii) | i2 is inv ria t under Sˆ = RˆWˆ up to phase, with
Rˆ bei g time-reversal symmetry and Wˆ bei g the bipartite
latt ce sym try.
S far, s report d in Ref. [1] and Ref. [2], MIT group
only reported sp transport coe cient me sured for half-
filled Hubb d model ith ze o spin population imbalance,
and the Prince on group on y reported data dope away from
half-filling. Thus these two set of data can not b directly com-
pared. But it will be straightforward to extend their measure-
ment to regions with both finite doping and finite spin popu-
lation imbalance. Then they can compare measurements and
our theorem can be confirmed experimentally. This newly es-
tablished relation between spin and charge dynamics may also
shed light on experiments on cuprates.
⇤ hzhai@tsinghua.edu.cn
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FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the theorem and two key steps for
proving it.
That is to say, the kind of charge and pi dyn mics defined
above are equiv lent for the FHM of the same hopping nd in-
teraction parameters, with the doping and the spin imbalance
quantities interchanging with each other. For instance, if one
measures the spin dynamics of Eq. 3 for a half-filled FHM
with spin imbalance, it is equivalent to measuring the charge
dynamics of Eq. 5 for the same FHM with balanced spin pop-
ulation yet doped away from half filling. In articular, for a
half-filled and spin-balanced FHM, the spin and charge dy-
namics defined above are always identical.
The proof of this theorem follows from two steps.
Step 1: We consider a well-known particle-hole transfor-
mation Pˆ defined as [3]
cˆi↑ → cˆi↑, cˆ†i↑ → cˆ†i↑ (6)
cˆi↓ → (−1)ix+iy cˆ†i↓, cˆ†i↓ → (−1)ix+iy cˆi↓, (7)
where i = (ix, iy) labels each site. This transformation leaves
the spin-up field operators unchanged while makes a particle-
hole transformation for the spin-down ones, accompanied by
a sign change on one sublattice. This transformation does the
following things. (i) It leaves the hopping term invariant, and
inverts the sign of interaction term, i.e. U → −U. (ii) More-
over, it interchanges the local spin density with the local par-
ticle density deviation from unity,
(nˆi↑ − nˆi↓) −→ (nˆi↑ + nˆi↓ − 1), (8)
and it also interchanges the doping and spin imbalance of the
system
(N↑ − N↓) −→ (N↑ + N↓ − Ns), (9)
(N↑ + N↓ − Ns) −→ (N↑ − N↓). (10)
(iii) It also transforms the spin-density-wave state |Ψ〉SDW de-
fined in Eq. 2 to the charge-density-wave state |Ψ〉CDW defined
in Eq. 4.
As a result, the conclusion of the Step 1 is that the spin
dynamics starting from the spin-density-wave state of Eq. 2
with i teraction par t r 0 and co served quantities N↑ +
N↓ − N x and N↑ − N↓ y is quivalent to the charge
dynamics st rting from the ch r -density-wave state of Eq. 4
with int r ction p rameter −U0 and conserved quantities N↑+
N↓ − Ns = y nd N↑ − N↓ = x.
Step 2. Thi step follows fr m another the rem we prov d
Ref. [4], which we termed s “symm try protected dyna -
cal symmetry”. It states as follows.
Considering the Hamilt nian Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Vˆ , here Hˆ0 is the
single-part cle ho ping te m and Vˆ the inter ction term, if we
an find an antiunitary operator Sˆ = RˆWˆ, where Rˆ is the (an-
tiunitary) time-reversal operator and Wˆ is a unitary operator
tha satisfy the foll wing condit ons:
(i) Sˆ anticommutes with Hˆ0 and commutes with Vˆ , i.e.
{Sˆ, Hˆ0} = 0, [Sˆ, Vˆ] = 0; (11)
(ii) The initial state |Ψ〉 o ly acquires a global phase factor
un er Sˆ, i.e.
Sˆ−1 |Ψ〉 = eiχ |Ψ〉 ; (12)
(iii) The measurement operator Oˆ is a Hermitian one that is
even or odd under symmetry transfor ation Sˆ, i.e.
Sˆ−1OˆSˆ = ±Oˆ, (13)
then we can conclude
〈O(t)〉+U = ±〈O(t)〉−U . (14)
Here 〈O(t)〉±U denotes the expectation value of Oˆ under the
time-dependent wave function |Ψ(t)〉 = eiHˆt |Ψ〉 with interac-
tion strength ±U in Hˆ, respectively.
Here we take Wˆ as the bipartite lattice symmetry operation,
defined as
cˆiσ → (−1)ix+iy cˆiσ, cˆ†iσ → (−1)ix+iy cˆ†iσ. (15)
Unlike Pˆ, this transformation does not exchange particles and
holes. Instead, it only introduces an extra minus sign on one
sublattice for both two spin components. It is straightforward
to check that with this choice of Wˆ and with the initial state
chosen as the charge-density-wave state defined in Eq. 4,
conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied. Moreover, the two conserved
quantities N↑ + N↓ − Ns and N↑ − N↓ are both invariant under
Wˆ.
Thus, the conclusion of the Step 2 is that the charge dynam-
ics starting from the charge-density-wave state of Eq. 4 with
interaction parameter −U0 equals the charge dynamics from
the same charge-density-wave state with interaction parame-
ter U0, with the same conserved quantities N↑ + N↓ − Ns = y
and N↑ − N↓ = x.
Combining the conclusions from the Step 1 and the Step 2,
the theorem is now proved. The theorem, as well as two steps
of proof, is schematically shown in Fig. 2. From the proof, we
can also see that the results can be more general in the sense
that it does not depend on the specific choices of the initial
3state |Ψ〉SDW and |Ψ〉CDW introduced in Eq. 2 and Eq. 4. We
can measure the spin dynamics starting from |Ψ〉1 as
S zi (t) = 1〈Ψ|eiHˆt(nˆi↑ − nˆi↓)e−iHˆt |Ψ〉1, (16)
and measure the charge dynamics starting from |Ψ〉2 as
ni(t) = 2〈Ψ|eiHˆt(nˆi↑ + nˆi↓ − 1)e−iHˆt |Ψ〉2. (17)
The theorem till holds as long as |Ψ〉1 and |Ψ〉2 satisfy the
following two conditions:
(1) |Ψ〉1 and |Ψ〉2 are related to each other by the particle-
hole transformation Pˆ;
(2) |Ψ〉2 is invariant under Sˆ = RˆWˆ up to a phase, with Rˆ
being time-reversal operator and Wˆ being the bipartite lattice
operator.
Furthermore, we do not have to restrict ourselves to the dy-
namics of S zi (t) and ni(t). For instance, if we consider the
in-plane anti-ferromagnetic spin dynamics by measuring op-
erator (−1)ix+iy cˆ†i↑cˆi↓, because the particle-hole transformation
Pˆ maps this operator to the local pairing operator cˆ†i↑cˆ†i↓, the
dynamics of the in-plane anti-ferromagnetic operator is there-
fore equivalent to the dynamics of the local pairing operator
cˆ†i↑cˆ
†
i↓, under the same conditions as discussed above. Thus,
we can formulate the most general version of the theorem as
follows:
Theorem. For the FHM on a square lattice, the mea-
surement of the operator Oˆ1 starting from a quantum state
|Ψ〉1 with interaction parameter U0 and conserved quantities
N↑ + N↓ − Ns = x and N↑ − N↓ = y is always equal to the mea-
surement of the operator Oˆ2 starting from quantum state |Ψ〉2
for the same interaction parameter U0 and conserved quanti-
ties N↑ + N↓ − Ns = y and N↑ − N↓ = x, provided that Oˆ1, Oˆ2,
|Ψ〉1 and |Ψ〉2 satisfy the following conditions:
(1) |Ψ〉1 and |Ψ〉2 are related by the particle-hole transfor-
mation Pˆ; and Oˆ1, Oˆ2 are also related by the particle-hole
transformation Pˆ;
(2) Both Oˆ2 and |Ψ〉2 are invariant under Sˆ = RˆWˆ, with Rˆ
being time-reversal operator and Wˆ being the bipartite lattice
operator.
Finally we would like to comment on the experimental rel-
evance of this theorem. First of all, we should acknowl-
edge that the initial states for either MIT experiment or the
Princeton experiment is not the same spin-density-wave or
the charge-density-wave state as we defined in Eq. 2 or Eq.
4. Strictly speaking, our theorem does not rigorously apply.
However, it is still worth checking whether this equivalence
can hold approximately despite of the difference in the ini-
tial state. So far, as presented in Ref. [1] and Ref. [2], the
MIT group has only reported spin transport measured for the
half-filled FHM with zero spin imbalance, and the Princeton
group has only reported data for charge transport of the FHM
doped away from half-filling. Thus these two sets of data can
not be directly compared with each other. However, it will be
straightforward for them to extend their measurements to the
regions with both finite doping and finite spin imbalance, and
by comparing these data sets our theorem can be confirmed
experimentally. On the other hand, with the Fermi gas micro-
scope, it is also possible to prepare the state like Eq. 2 and
4 deterministically with single site addressing technique, as
have been done for bosons [5]. In this way, our theorem can be
directly confirmed experimentally. Our results establishes rig-
orously new relations of quantum dynamics in a highly non-
equilibrium situation.
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